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Since 1995 the Water Resources Management Division of the Depanment of
Environmen t and Labour hasgenerated flow forecasts for the Hum ber River Bas in. These
forecasts are required to provide a flood warning for residents living in the downstream
sections of the basin. Informa tio n is also useful to the Deer Lake Pow er Company for the
safe and efficientoperation of thehydroe lectric developme nt that contro ls ove r two thirds of
the basin
Flow forecasts for river systems can be generated using two approaches. One
approach is to use a deterministic model that tries 10 construct a mathematical model by
acco unting for some. or all of, hydrologic facto rs responsible for runoff in the basin. The
secon d approach is to deve lop a stat istically based model that uses the historic flows and
climate data from the basin to generate a forecast. For any model to be effective in an
operational environment, it must be com patible with hydrometeorologic input data collected
in near real time .
The current method of generating forecasts uses the SSARR (Stre amflow Synthesis
and Reservoir Regulation) hydrologic model a continuous simulation model that has reservoir
rout ing capabilities . plus the ability to acco unt for the areal distri bution of meteorologic
inputs. including snowmelt. This model defines the water budget using hydro meteorologic al
inputs .
In this stud y a forecast method based on the dynamic; regression techniqu e was
developedto produceone, two ard threeday forecasts for the five gauged sub basins resu lts .
Also . forecasts for the same time periods were produced using the SSARR modd. The
results of both methodswere co mpared using the mean abso lute percentag e error (MAPEl
criterion.
Tbe results of the co mparison showed that the dynamic;regression perfonned better
thanthe SSARR model for all basins . particularly for the larger basins.
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The Humber River Basin is the second largest river system on the island of
Newfoun dlan d with a drai nage area of over 8000 1on1. Over half the basin is regu lated for
bydrodcctric powergenera tion by the Deer Lake Power Company (DLPC). Since the early
1900's, the communiti~. including Deer Lak e and Steady Broo k. have developed along the
Humber River . As pan of thisdevelop ment many residents were dra wn to the scenic areas
and flat lands along the flood plain areas of the Humber River and Deer Lake. Each year
some flooding occu rs at Steady Broo k and Deer Lak e. While the floodi ng is usual ly mino r.
the potent ial for flood ing that affects larg e areas of the communities exists, as OCCUlTed in
1969 and 1981.
In an effort to reduce flood damage caused by this annu al pro blem. these areas were
included in the Canada -Newfound land Flood Damage Reduction Program. A hyd rotechnica1
study completed in 1984 (Cumming Cockburn, 1984) identified the flood risk areas
corresponding to the I:20 and I :100 year interval floods . The hydrologic modelling was
carried out using the Streamflow Synthesis and Reservoir Regulation (SSARR ) model .
Additionalstudies (CunvningCoclcbum,1985 & 1986) recommendedtha t a flood forecasting
sys tem be developed to warn residents of impending flood events and did a preliminary
evaluation of a for ecasting system . Thi s wou ld allow reside nts to take preventative action
10 move valuabl es or tak e othe r appropria te actions . Such a syste m wo uld also provide the
Deer Lake Pow er Company with information to operate the hydroel ect ric genera ting stat ion
with additional efficiency and safety
Even before the completion of these studies , the need for an accurate 'near real time'
flow forecasting and flood warnin g system for this basin was rec ogniz ed by the Depart ment
of Environment and Labour (NO OEL) and the Pow er Company. The Department's goal is
to provide a flood warning syst em with up to 72 hour s advan ce warning of an impendin g
flood. The Power Company requires accura te flow forecast s for safe and efficient operation
of the hydroelectric development at Deer Lake . Based on this co mmon interest, the
Departmem of Envirorunent and Labour and the Power Co mpany cost shared the expansio n
of the data collection network required to implement the flow forecast ing and flood warning
syst em for the basin.
1.2 Objectives of tbe Study
The primary objective of thisstudy is to develo p and evaluat e an alternate method of
forecas ting based on dynamic regressio n modell ing to forecast flows for the Humbe r River
Basi n in weste rn Newfou ndland. This model will be co mpared, using a statis tically sou nd
method, wi th the dete rministic model curren tly in use. As we ll, descriptive and other
backgrou nd informatio n on the basin and the development of the SS ARR method wi ll be
present ed
1.3 Outline of Thesis
This thesis document is composed of six chapters. The first chapter provides the
background and explainsthe needfor flow forecasting in the study area. Chapter 2 describes
the studyarea in tenns of the physiographic and hydrologic parameters relevant to the study
objec tives and lists the hydrometric and climate data available for the study area . The
pro cedure used to describe. analyse and prepare the data for development of the two
forecasting methods used in the study is presented in Chapter 3. The first section of Chapter
4 discusses the detenninistic hydrologic model presently used by NDOEL while the second
part discusses thebackground and development of the dynamic regre ssion model. In Chapter
5, the forecasted flows calculated by each of the modelling method s are presented and
compared . The conclusions and recommendations are presented in Chapter 6.
2. DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY AREA
2.1 Genera l
TheHumberRiver- Basinis located on the western sideof the island of Newfoundland
as shown in Figure I . "Thetotal drainage area measured at the hydrometric station on the
HWIlberRiver at Humber Village Bridge is 7860 km!. The watershed is drained by two main
branches - the Upper Hwnber Riverand Grand Lake. both of which drain into Deer Lake and
then into the Bay of Islands via the Humber River. The Uppe r Humber River basin, with a
drainage area of2 110 km 2 measured at the hydrometri c station near Reidville, originates in
Gras Mome National Park and flows in a sout herly direction. This section of the basin is in
a relatively natural state and flo ws uncon trolled. Th e Grand Lake section of the basin hasa
drainage area of over 5000 kID!. This section of the basin is regulated to produce
hydroelect ricity wi th it generating plant that opera tes at Deer Lake A second, smaller
hydroelectric development operates within the basin at Hinds Lake.
The areas in thebasinwithc:ooccmrations of residential development are located near
tbe confluence of the two maio subbasins at Deer Lake. or downstream along the Humber
Rivet"between DeerLake and Comer Brook 1bepresence ofresidential areas with a history
of flooding in wlnerable downstream reaches. coup led with the presence of' the bydroelectric














TheHumber River Basin is. for the most part, situated in a physiographic region called
the Newfoundland Highlands (Bostock, 1970). This area is further broken down into four
sub-regions called the Great Northern Highlands , Blow Me Down Mountains. Atlantic
Upland of Newfoundland and the Grand lake lowlands. These areas are shown on Figure
2. (Sanford et al, 1976)
The Great Northern Highlands form a barren mountainous plateau that extends
northward along the Great Northern Peninsula from BOMe Bay and the lomond River Valley
with elevations ranging to 180 to 800 m. The inland surface of the highlands slopes gently
in a southeasterly direction towards the Humber Valley and White Bay. The Upper Humber
River and the Main River flow along this slope flowing in a sou theastward ly direction .
The Blow Me Down Highlandsfonn an area of dissected plateaus and mountains that
rise abruptly from the coast along the Gulf of 51. lawrence in the Bay of Islands to Trout
River area The elevations in the area range from 550 m to 700 m Drainage from this area
flows in a westerly direction to the Gulf of S1. Lawrence .
TheAtlantic Upland of Newfoundland is a barren to sparsely forested plateau located
between Grand Lake and Red Indian lake and extending northward to the Burlington
Peninsula. Elevations in this area range from 400 m to 600 m. T he area forms the drainage
divide for the two largest drainage basins on the island - the Humbe r River to the west and
the Exploit s River to the east .
The Grand Lake Lowlandsare located towards the centr e of the Humber River basin.
These lowlands include the largest water bodies in the basin: Grand Lake. Sandy Lake and
Deer Lake.
2.3 Surficial Geology
The surficial geology within the Humber River watershed ranges from bed rock
ou tcrop ping, areas of glacial tills, and areas of sands and gravels to areas of organic soils.
Based on the available information, (Go lder. 1983) bedroc k is the most common surficial
geologyclassification type. Exposed bedrock forms extensive rock plains. knolls and ridges
throughout much of the watershed. The rock. in most cases, is covered by a thin veneer of
till soils or concealed by vegetation of either forest, scrub or peat bog. The area that
co mprises the highlands of the Long Range Mountains, Topsail Uplands and Burlington
Peninsula is mostly exposed with rock talus o r alluvium occurring on the mountain slopes.
The soil types in the watershed. with some exceptions along the Humber River near Deer
Lake and along the Humber River, are generally not suitable for agricultural uses due 10
excessive soil moisture, and adverse reliefbecause of steepness or pattern of slopes, stoniness
and shallowness to bedrock.
The glacialtills are found throughout the watershed with large variability in thickness
from one area to anoth er. The soils may be found as a thin veneer or extensive moraine
deposit overlying the bedrock. The composition of the tills vary from grey silty sand or sand
silt within the Long Range Mountains and Topsail Uplands, to red clayey silt within the
Humber River Valley. There are variou s local areas ofliUcover which are comprised o f
unsubdividcddeposits of ice contact sandand gravel . In general. the composition ofall tiUs
closdy resemb le the lithology of me underlying bedrock.
The sand and gravel deposits found within the study area are outwash and fluvial in
o rigin and are generally confined to stream and river valleys. The major sand and gravel
deposits are foundin the DeerLake, Upper HUIIIber River Valley, and the Sandy Lake-Birch y
Lake areas . Additional buried depo sits of sand and gravel occur at various points
interstratified within the till deposits .
Peat deposit s are found commonly throughout the watershed in areas with poor
surface drainage. These deposits occur extensively on the barren Topsail Uplands just south
of Grand Lake. Peat accumulations in the fonn of high moo r bogsand string bogs are found
on the highland plateaus of the Long RAnge Mountains . Peat deposits can attain thicknesses
of several metres overlyingbedrock or till deposits. Figure 2 shows the surficial geo logy and
the major soil types found within the waters hed

2.4 Climate
TheHumber River Basin has a temperate, marine climate that is influenced by the Gulf
of St. Lawrence to the west and the Long Range Mountains to the east. Based on data from
the long tennclimate stations in the basin (Atmos pheric Environment Service, 1981& 1991)
the average annualtemperatures range from a low of2.9· C at Baie Verte to a high of5. I·C
at Come r Brook . A summary of the average daily temperatu res and average annual
precipitat ion for the long tenn stations in and around the basin are shown in Table I.
The annual precipitation ranges from a lowof94 3.5 rom at Badger, to a high of 1470
nun at Woody Point. Woody Point is located on the western coast while Badger is located
far inlandaway from the coast al influence. The upland areas of the Long Range Mountains
and the Topsails have greater precipitation due to orographic effects. The amount of
precipitation decreases in the northeastern direction as indicated by Badger and Springdale
with 94] .5 and 967.1 nun respectively. For all stations, precipitation is lowest during the
months of April and May while the highest amounts are recorded in the fall.
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Table 1 - Loe g Term Climate Data - Hum ber River Basin
Station Annual Prec ipitation Average Daily Tempera ture
(mm) ("C)
1951- 1980 1961· 1990 1951· 1980 1961-1990
Badger 943.5 nI. 3.9 nI.
Baie vert e 1064 .7 1100.8 2.9 3.0
Buchans 101 1.5 1128.8 3.5 3 4
Comer Brook 1133.5 1186.0 5.1 5.2
0"" lake 1033.1 1061.5 4.1 4.1
Deer Lake Airpo rt 1023.2 1034 .3 3.3 3.4
Exploits Dam 1099 .0 1099.5 3.2 3.2
Rocky Harbou r 1199.1 nI. 4 2 nI.
Springdale 967 .1 1010.3 3.9 3.8
Steph enviUe 1166.5 1272.1 4.8 4.7
Wood y Point 1410 .0 nI. 4 . nI.
(St ation locations are shown on Figures I or 9)
2.5 Forest Cover
The Humber River Basin is within a classification band called the Boreal Forest
Region of Canad a (Rowe, 1972 ). This general regio n is subdivided into two subregions.
Pred ominantl y Fo rest Boreal Region and Forest and Barren Boreal Region. The Humber
River watershed contains areas within both of thesesubregions. Figure 3 illustrat es the forest
and vegetative cover within the basin.
"
The dominanttree species includeWhite Spruce. Black Spruce, Balsam Fir with areas
ofTamarack,. White Pine. White Birch. Yellow birch, Trembling Aspen and Balsam Poplar.
The forestcover in the HumberBasinisdividedimo four majorclasses: mature forest.
scrubland. barrenand peat bog. Matureforest is the most common forest cove!"class withi n
the study area . This forest classification generally occurs in the areas that have the thickest
glacial till layer above the bedrock. However. most oftbe tree cover is fairly sparse due to
thethin veneer till soils andexposed bedrock. Thedomin ant tree species within this class are
Balsam Fir and Blac k Spruce, with White Birch. Tremb ling Aspen and Balsam Poplar also
being found. Overall, sparse, matur e forest cover is found in all subwate rsheds. The most
densely treed area within the wat ershed is located downstr eam of Deer Lake to the
Community of Stead y Broo k whe re Balsam Fir and Black Spruce domina te with softwood
scrubland. White Bircb and peat bog also being fou nd . Extensive logging has been carried
out. and continues to be carriedout . in the basin to support the paper mill in Comer Brook.
The remainder ofthe study area contains softwood and hardwood saub lands, rock
barrens and peat bogs. As can be expected, the vegetation classes are c10sdy related to the
soiltype, soil depth and moisture regime . Well vegetated areas are usually small in area and
scattered. Peat bogs are common in the highland plateaus, &long river valleys and around









3.1 Availa ble Data
3.1. 1 AES O imate Data
The long term climate stations in andnear the basin are listed in Tabl e 1 in Chapter
2.4. Thesestations are operated by Environment Canada 's Atmospheric Environment Service
(AE S), and for the most part. ace located outside the boundaries of the basin and
consequently are not suitably locat ed for short term flow forecast ing . Also. the data available
from these stations is not available in near realtime since the gaug es. except the Airport sites.
are read manually by observers . Arran gement s can be mad e with AES to obtain the data but
the data must be manu ally entered into the co mputer.
3.1.2 WSC FlowlStage
Environmen t Canada., through its Water Survey of Canada (Wsq branch opera tes
a series ofbydromctric sta tions in and around the basin under a co st sharing agreement with
NOOEL. The80w data is published yearly in CD-ROM forma t fnDowing a comprehensive
quality co ntrol review . Thedata is not read ily avai lable through WSC in near reaJ time. A
summary of the long tenn stations in the basin is presented in Table 2. One important
observation from this data is that all afthe maximum instan taneous flows oc curred during the
spring snowm elt runoff period .
14
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(See Figure 9 for station locations)
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3.1.3 Ncar Real Time Da1a
Ncar real time data are co llected at the stations using Data Collectio n Platfonns
(OC P)'s_ Thedau. are telemetered via satellite to an earth receivi ng station wherethey are
retrieved by NDOEL via modem. These stations are operated and maintained by
Environment Canadaunder a cost sharing agreement between Environment Canad a, NDOEL
andthe DeerLake Power Company. The data retrieval, processi ng, and dissemina tion of the
near real time data is carried out by NOOEL.
The raw data from the sites are given only a brief quality contro l review prior to
archiving in datab ase files
3.2 Data Review
As noted above. the data available for the Humber Rrver Basin originate from three
soon:es. namely AES for long term climate data., WSC for long term hydro metric data. and
NDOE L for near real time climate and hydromeuic data , The AES data is not readily
acces5lbleon a realtime basisand WSC doesnot publishthe data until about six months after
the data are collected
Since any flow forecasting system for the basin will require near real time data., the
data from NDOEL was selected as the basis for the mode l development . The main cause for
concern in using this data is that it is not subject to the extens ive quality co ntrol review and
16
correction like the AES and WSC data. For this reason, thedata review for the NDOEL data
will co ncentrate on identifying any prob lems with the data
The lint step in reviewingany data set is to plot the data. A sample plot of the data
for the UpperHumber Rivernear Reidvilleis shown in Figure:4 and a plot o f the precipitat ion
and temperature data for Grand Lake on Glover bland is shown in Figure S. This initial
review aided in the task of identifying incorrect data due to instrument error . outliers or the
presence of missing datL Any problems notedwere correct ed in the data files. Figures 4 and
5 are illustrative of the nature of the data. The data review was done primarily using the
computer display screen Plots for the remainder of the stat ions used in this study are
presented in Appendix A
The next step in thedatareview was to calculatethedescriptive statistics for the data
SYSTAT softwar e (SYSTAT Inc, 1991) was used for this purpose The results of this
analysis is given in Tables 3-6
The next step in the review of the data wasto compare the quality co ntrolled data
fro m the WSC with Noaa 's near real time data . As shown in the exampl e in Figure 6.
there is a definite difference in the two data sets that occurs during the winter seaso n. The
ap parent higher flows during the winter seaso n were believed. and were later confirmed,
(Baker. 1996) to bea rcsuItofan ice txJVa" in thesream The instrument at the site measures
water level whichisconvened to a flow based on a rating curve developed using ope n water
conditions. This causes an erroneously high water level and consequentl y an erro neously
higher flow. The effect was noted at all of the gauges. with the exceptio n of two . the
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Lewaseccbjcech Brook and HunV:lerRMr at Humber Vl1lage Bridge The compariso n piau
for the remainder of the stations is presented in Appendix B.
At this point the possi bility of correctin g for the icecover was investigated . The
procedure used by Environment Canada to correct for this backwater effect involves a
graphicaltechnique suppo rted by on site reconnaissance and knowledge ofDeUby basins to
adjust fOl" the iceeffect. Since this type of correction canno t be carri ed out on real time data
du e to the unavailability of field infonnation and time constraints. the only cho ice was to
proceed with the analysis using the real time data, with the knowledge that there is an
inaccuracy in the data.
IS
(SI£W) MOI.:::l
rtgW'e 4 · Sample Flow Dil l from OCP Station
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Upper Humber River at Reidville Flow Data
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This section will discussthetwo methods used in this study to forecast flows for one,
two and three days ahead for the Humber River Basin. Part one will focus on the
deterministicmodel (SSARR), itshistory, application [ 0 the study basinand the flow forecasts
for specific events.. The second sectio n will provide similar infonna tion for the dynamic
regression method
4.1 Deterministic Model (SSARR)
4.1.1 Model Description
4.1. 1.1 History
The SSARR modelwas developed in 1956 by the US Corps of Engineers to analyse
and forecast flows for the natural hydrologic and controlled reservoir systems in the North
Pacific Division area. This area included the Columbia River System in the US and Canada.
coastal rivers in Western Oregon and Washington, and the State of AJaska. Since that time,
the SSARR Model has been updated and made compatible for PC use and has been widely
applied thro ughout the world .
One app lication tha t is similar to the Humb er Basin in terms of geogr aphic. climatic
and operational characteristics is the St. John River Bas in in New Brunswick . SSARR was
selected for this basin in 1973 because it was believed to be the best available at that time
26
(fang & Lockhart, 1983) . The modelcontinues to beused for flow forecasti ng for that basin
up to the present day .
The mode l was se lected for the Humber River basin for the following reason s:
(Cumming Cock burn, 1984)
The mode l is simple in structure and uses readily available data co mpared with
many other co ntinuous simulation mod els;
The relati vely fast simulation time which allow s for low computational time
co mpared with other models;
The benefit of transferring model parameters and experience from ot her
Canadian applicati ons such as the St. John River not ed above ;
The excellent reservoi r routing capabilities;
Variable computational timesteps are possible , ie. a mixtur e ofweek.lyand/or
daily;
The ca pability to account for the areal distribution of snowmelt;
The model is non-proprietary and has been well proven in a number o f
pract ical applicati ons;
The model is widely used in flood for ecasting; and
An intera ctive vers ion of the mode l is available
27
4.1.1.2 General Descript ion
The SSARR model has been developed to describe the main components of the
hydrologic cycle. It wasconceived as a closed hydrologic system in which the water budget
is defined by meteorolo gic inputs (rainfall and/or snowmelt) and hydro logic outputs such as
runoff. soil storage and evapouanspirati on losses. The model is derived so that the main
components of the hydro logic cycle are represented in a simplified but rigorously app lied
manner. The parameters used in the model allow for an extremely flexible means of
representing the various hydrologic components. This unique featur e allows the SSARR
model to be applied to virtually any drainage basin or hydrologic system. A detai led
discussionof the algorithms and data processing techniques utilized in the SSARR model is
found in the Users Manual (Davis, 1991)
A schematic representat ion of the basic elements of the SSARR watershed model is
presented in Figure 7.
The SSARR program carries out the following three distinct functions:
It calculates the natural discharges for each of the elementary sub-basins
within a subwatershed that is selected by the user for its relatively
homogeneous hydrological characteristi cs
It calculates the naturaldischarges as well as routing and adding hydrographs
through river reaches and natural lakes. up to the exit point of the ent ire
watershed .
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It calculates the variations in discharge caused by the regulation of artificial
reservoirs for hydroelectric generation or flood control operations
4.1.1.3 Hydrologic Principles Utilized in the SSARR Model
The representation of hydrologic runoff processes in a watershed mode l is highly
subjective. No two hydrologists look at watershed nmoffprocesses in exactly the same light.
Nevertheless, there are some underlying principles that must be preserved in the formula tion
of a deterministichydrologic watershed mode l. These include the logical accounting of each
of the basic elements in the hydrologic cycle. including rainfall, snowmelt, interception. soil
moisture. intertlow . groundwater recharge . evapotranspiration, and the various time delay
processes. These elements must be accounted for while including the ability to maintain
continuity of each of the processes and to represent each by objective functions that relate
them to observed hydrometeorological paramete rs. The main difference betwee n the ways
variou s models accou nt for these processes lies in the level of complexity that each model
uses to represent a particular process .
The streamflow routing functions contained in the SSARR model provid e a
gene ralized system for solving the unstea dy flow conditions in river channels where
streamflow and channel storage effects are related. either at one point or at a series of points
along a river system. In principle. the method involves a direct solution of a storage -flow
relationship involved in maintaining continuity of streamflow and storage in each element of
the river, using a procedure that solves the relationships in finite elements oft ime and river
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reach. This involves a completely general and flexible method for solving the flow routing
equations which can beapplied in many ways depending upon the type of basic data available,
and the conditions of the river system with respect to backwater effects from variable stage
discharge effects. such as tidal fluctuations or reservoir fluctuations
The SSARR model wasdesigned to include the effects of reservoirs or other water
control eJements within the streamflow simulation process. Reservoirs may be described for
any location in a riversystem. whereby inflows are defined from single or multiple tributaries,
derived either from watershed simulation for river basins upstream, or from specified flows
as a time series. or a combination of the two.
Outflows from reservoirs are detennined on the basis of specified operating
conditions. In order to provide a once-through process for the system as a whole. including
all natural effects and those reJated to human intervention. the processing of hydraulic
condit ions at reservoirs is performed sequentially with all othe r elements in the river basin
simulation.
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Figure 7 - SSARR Schematic with Snowband Option
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4.1.1 .4 Structure
Thissection defines and discusses hydro logic input parameters in general terms.
The specific data input and parameter values used for various sub-wate rsheds of the
Humber River in this study are presented and discussed in Chapter 4. 1.2
Net precipitati on inpul (WP) - Theaverage net precipitation value for a drainage basin
or hydrologic unit is derived as a weighted daily or period amount from a series of
individuallyreponed or observed values. The weighting is generalized, and each station
maybeassigned its individual weighting value . The station weights may he determined
on thebasisof previously derived relationships between station and basin normal annual
or normalseasonal precipitation;or the weighting values may be derived on an areal basis
using the Thiessen Polygon or other similar technique .
The total precipitation on a watershed is computed from period precipitation
amounts at one or more stations by:
Where
Pl .. W1 + . . . . •• •••.P~ .. W~ ( I)
Period precipitation amounts at Stations 1, 2,
respectively, in inches
Weights applied to the station precipitation
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Total number of stations. a maximum ofJOstations
Wp_ weighted period Net Watenhed Precipitation inches
Basically. there are two genen..loptions for the of snow melt. namely:
the temperature index method; and
the use of generalized equations of snowmd t as determined by the thermal
budget of heal loss and gain to the snowpack.
The temperature index method is usually used for daily forecasting applications,
whereas the detailed energybudget approach is more appropriate for design flood calculations
when extensive water shed data is available. By either method. daily or period values of
effective snowmelt runoff values are computed as a time series, as a function of appropriate
meteorological values
Thesecond option has theadvantageof beingmore precise and detailed, but also has
the disadvantage of requiring some data which is available at only a very limited number of
stations . Examples of such data are:
Difference between air temperature measured et ] metres above the snow
surface and snow surface temperature in degrees Celsius (- C) . The snow
surface temperatur e is assumed to be O-C;
Difference between the dewpoint temperature measured ] metres above the
surface of the snow and the temperature of the snow surface (O-C);
Above the surface of the snow and the temperature of the snow surface
(O"C) ;
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Wand velocity at IS metres above the snow , in kilometres per hour,
Solar radiation on a horizontal surface. inI~
Average snow surface albedo;
Basin sbortwave radiation mdt factor;
Average forest canopy cover, and
Convectio n-eondensatio n melt facto r.
In additi on to the two o ptions of snowmelt equations available to the user. two
additional options for the simulatio n of snow cover are also available. These are :
Snow Cover Depletio n; and
Snow Band Opti on
WIth the snow cover deplet ion option, snow cover is diminished in thickn ess. and in
swface area during the snowmelt season. However. two disadvantages of this option are that
snowfall during the cakul atio n period is not added to the existing snow cover andsecondly .
it is necessary to enter at the beginning of the period of calculation. the quantity of snow
which will effectively run o ff after the melt. However. this optio n has been shown to be
useful in the flood forecasting mode. The snow band option allows the user to separate the
subwatershed into different "bands " acco rding to elevation with the tempera tures being
lowered systematically with increased elevations, as illustrated in Figure 7
Soil Moisture Ind cs: (SM I) - The soil moisture index used in the SSARR model represents
a weighted mean basin value of the water sto red in the soil mantle that can be removed by
plant roots through transpinl.tion and natural evaporatio n. It does not include the pan. ofthe
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soil moisture content that exists at the permanent wilting point. The computation of the
changes in soil moisture index values are based on the increases resulting from rainfall
snowmelt, and the decreases by the evapotranspirationprocess. Increases in the soil moisture
index values result in a "permanent" loss to runoff in the water balance for the basin as a
whole. The upper limit of the soil moisture index is considered to be its field capacity, which
is equivalent to the capillary moisture holding capacity, or the total amount of water which
can be held under the force of gravity under naturalconditions. Thus, the soil moisture index
is a continuously varying parameter that may range from a value of zero when the soil
moistur e has been reduced to the "wilting point" by the evapotranspiration process, to a
maximum value represented by the field capacity of the soil for the basin as a whole.
Evapotranspiration Index (Ell) - The evapotranspiration index (Ell) used in the SSARR
model is a weighted basin mean daily value of the water lost to the atmosphere by the
evapotranspiration process. Transpiration, soil evaporation and evaporation of free water
from the piant or forest cover are considered to act together to produce the losses by
evapotranspiration. Since the evapotranspiration loss is physically the result of change of
state of water from the liquid to vapour phase, the process of evapotranspiration requires
energy for the transformation, and is, therefore, dependent upon a source of energy, from the
atmosphere.
In the model the potentialevapotranspiration maybe computed by either of two basic
methods, namely:
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mean daily amounts based on meaD monthly values which are typ ical for a
given hydrologicregime;or
mean dailyair temperature or dew pointtemperatures, or daily solar radiation
amounts .
The daily computed amounts are adjusted in either case by a function to account for
dailyor the selected period rainfaII thatwould reducethe potential rate of evapotranspiration.
In the application of the SSARR model. the mean daily amounts computed thro ugh use of
mean monthly amoun ts ere most commo nly used .
Rannow (nmt ratioD Index (BII) - The Baseflow Infiltration Index used in the SSARR
waters hed model provides a means for com puting the relative proportio n of the water
available in the surface layers of the soil mantle tha t enters the ground water aquifers as deep
percolation- Under the principle of "generated runoff", as defined above, all water which is
not lost to the atmosp here by evapotranspiration. or the pennanent loss by soil moisture
increase,isavailable to runoffwrth a time delay function. ConceptuaUy, the model considers
the time delay to occur in three zoces, namdy surface, sub-surface and basetlow . Tbe long
time delay caused by base flow infiltratio n represents that portio n of the water which is in
transitory storage for seven1 months (o r possibly years under certai n circumstances).
Surine-Sub-Surface Flow lodes (S-SS) - In the model, the surface sub-surface (5- 55 )
flow separation index deals with the water excess which is generated from the residual after
soil moisture and transpiration losses and base 80w infiltration have been satisfied. No nn ally,
the "direct" runoff is considered to be the result oftbe percolation or-free- water thro ugh the
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uppcrlayers of the soilmantJe. Thiscouldbe in the zone up to a maximum of depth of SOem
below the ground!Wfac:etermed as~ flow . When the wa ter input rate exceeds the
capacity of the sub-surface zone to transmit water under gra vitational force. the residual
water excess amount is considered to occur directly on the ground surface or the upper few
centimetres of the soil marnle. 1be surfitce..-sub-surface (S-55) flow separation is a means for
definingthe rdative portion ofthe direct ruootfthat contributes to each portion, as a function
of input rate
1be S-S5 function is usually specifiedas a nonlinear functio n whereby the lower rates
of input provide water excess primarily in sub-surface zones while high input rates are
predominantly on the surface runoff. The time delay functions for routing surface and sub-
surface flo w are specified to rep resent the difference in storage times for each of the two
Wal tnhtd outflo", InI nsfonnarioo by polyphase rou tin g for eac h Rowcomponent input
(NP . 1'5) - Thewater excess values computed for each time period in each of the threeflow
components (surfi1ce, sub-swface and bascflow) must be transformed from values computed
as input rates to time-d istributed values of streamflow _ In the SSARR model, this
transformatio n is accomplished by polyphase routing, whereby the input rates expressed as
an perperiodare converted to equivalent values of steady-state outflow, expressed as cubic
metres persecond for the particular drainage area. The routing is performed through the use
of the flow continuity equat ions set fonh in the SSARR users manual (Davis, 1991).
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Theuse of polyphase routing foc this type oftransfocmation has several advantages
for computerized simulatioo o f streamflo w from watersheds. These include :
simplicity ofco mputation;
ease of applicatioo in trial and error reconstitution studies for determining
basin runoff characteristics;
the relativelysmall amount ofinfonnation required to store in the computer ,
in order to repr esent the basin runoffcharacteristics;
the completely flexible meansfor representing time delays to runoff either for
short term flood runoff on relatively small tributaries. or for long-t erm base
flow on ground water discharge for large river system;
the convenient means for preservi ng the continuity of flow at any spec ified
pointin time. for "step action- or -instant replay- capabilities. panicularly in
its use for day-to-da y streamflow forecasting ;
the f1e.d>ility of providingWtually any desired shape of runoff characteristics
such as a unit distribution of known clw"acteristics ;
theassum:l pres.crvation ofc:ont:im.rity of fJow for anycomputed. runoff excess,
and;
the ability to represen t non-linear response for runoff from a wate rshed
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4.1.1 .5 Methodology for Calibration and Validation
Whenusingthe snow band option in the SSARR model a typical subbasin requires up
to 68 parameters to describe itshydrologic characteristics. Of these parame ters.,up to 47 are
pennanent characteristic s of the model and include the station name and other parameters that
can bemeasured, such as the drainage area.The remaining parameters must be calibrated or
the defaults in the mode l accepted.
In general , the optimization of the vario us parameters is normal1y accomp lished by
trial-and-error reconstitution studies of historical streamflow data . These studies are
generally performed using several years of historical data . The various paramet ers are tested
to achieve the bestfit of computed and observed streamflow. It is normally assumed that the
physical facto rs affecting runoff ace nonchanging over a period of years , so that the
parame ters and functi ons used in the model are fixed as a given set of values for the ent ire
study period. The degree of fit between co mputed and historical streamfl ow is determined
either visually by inspection of graphical plots of the data or by graphical or statistic al
method s. The principal object ive is to achieve consistency over a wide range of hydro logic
cond itions to eliminat e bias between high and low periods of streamflow and to achieve
relativel y uniform cons istency for the years being studied.
The overall wate r balance for particular study areas should represent as closely as
possible the known or expected values of precipitation, evapo transpiratio n. soil moisture and
ground water condition thatare characteristic for the climato logical and hydrolo gical regime
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of the area. The main objecti ve of reconstitu tion studies is firU to achieve a water balance
by adjusting the following paramet ers:
precipitati on weighting for estimating basin precipitation from index sta tion
values;
S~ function, in terms of total soilmoisture index values and the shape of the
SMI function;
En values. based on observed or estimated amounts whic h property reflect
the seaso nal or daily variation; and
au function. representing the portion crwererinput which contributes to base
flow .
When the ove rall wa ter balance is achieved, the refinements in timing can be taken
into acco unt by adjusting the polyphase routing paramet ers for each componen t (surface.
subsurface and baseflow), and by adjusting the S-SS flow separation function .
Oncea sirrulated Bowseries is obtained using this proced ure it is co mpared with the
actual hydrograph for the basin. This comparison is then reviewedand the paramet ers are
adjusted using the following guidelines
If the simulated hydrograph is consistently higher (o r lower) thanthe actual
and t he difference is more pronounced over time, then the estimation for
evaporation may betoo high(or low) . The slope of the SMl curv e should be
increased (or decreased).
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lfthe slope of the simulated ttydrograph recessio n curve is higher (or lower)
than the actual hydrograph, then thebase flow is too low (o r high) The slope
of the GIl curve should be reduced (o r increased)
If the simulated maximum discharg e is higher (or lower ) than the reco rded
maximum discharg es and, if the runol'fvo lumes are close (indicat ing that the
SMI curve is good), then surface runoff is too large (or too small) with
respect to the subsu rface flow. The slope of the SS-S curve should be
reduce d (or increased).
Ifthe simulated hydrogra ph is obviously higher than the recorded hydrograph
foUowing a light rainfall in the simulation period , then the initial SMI should
be reduced.
If the shape of the simulated hydrograp h is sharper than the record ed
hydrograph following a light rainfall in the simulation period. then the
maximum for the BII curve should be increased
Once the model has been calibrated for rainfall only events, the snowmelt param eters
are adjuste d using the following additional guidelines
If the upward slope of the simulated hydrograph is too flat (or too sharp ),
then the melt rate shou ld be increased (or decreased).
If the simulated flood start s later than the reco rded flows, then the base
temperature should be increased.
4 1
lfthevotume of the simulated bydrograpb is too large (or too small) , then the
weighting of the snow course or precipitation stations may need to be
decreased (or increased )
This descrip tion is a briefdescription oftbe steps necessary to calibrate the SSARR
model. However, it isotMousthat an adequate calibration of the modd requires a great deal
of know ledge about the mod el and about the watershed . It shoul d also be noted that the
calibration is user driven and requ ires frequent adjustments to be used effectively in an
opera tional forecast ing mode
4.1. 1.6 Model Setu p for the Hu mber River Basin
Theinitialsetup for theSSARR modelwascarriedout as part o f the study to develop
800d riskareas (Cumming Cockburn, 1984). Further develop ment was carriedout to assess
the pcssibility of using the SSARR model.to forecast Dows on the Humber River using the
high flow event tha t OCCUlTed in June 19&4 (Cumming Cockburn., 1985). Both of these
studies recommended that the data collection netWOrk requiredimprovement if the model.was
to produce accura te flow forecast s. In 1990 under a cost sharing agreement between
Environment Canada, Newfoundland Departmen t of Environment and Lands and the Deer
Lake Power Company the data collection network was improved . These improve ments
includedthe installation of additional stations, the addition of temperature and precipitation
sensors to existing sta tions and the installation of trans mitters for near real time data
acquisition. Once data collection netwo rk expansion was co mpleted, additional work was
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carried out to develop the procedures to implement the SSARR model for flow forecasting
(Cumming Cockb urn, 1995). The study also used the April 1991 version of the SSARR
model. 'Thechanges in thisversion included microcomp uter proc essing and the use of metric
units. Alsoincluded wasa recalibration oflhe model to utilise the new data provid ed by the
expandeddata collectionnetwork. Thefollowing paragraphs summarize the setup procedure s
carried out through all of these stud ies
The first step in applying the SSARR model to the basin was to identify and isolate
the various subwatersbeds , reservoirs and channel reaches required to facilitate model
calibration and valida tion using observ ed discharge data . Subwatershed s were selected by
separating the total watershed into relatively homogeneo us hydrologic units . Consideration
wasalso given to the meteorologic and hydrometric data available for a given subw atershed
to aid in the calibration and validation of the model. In addition to the selection of the sub-
watersheds, the rese rvoirs and river reaches which have a significant impact on the flows to
downstream hydrometric gaug es were also identified and modelled in order to give an
accurate representation of the hydrologic and hydraulic respo nse of the system Figure 8 is
the basin map with the SSARR subbasin discretization
The main eleme nts of the Humbe r River water shed are represented in the SSARR
model by 11 subbasin s, two reservoirs and one lake. Figure 10 shows a schematic
representation of the basin.
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Me teo ro logic lo pa l Data
O ne of the usefu l featuresof the SSARR model is that It allows the distnbution of
da ta from a number of meteo rologic stations to the subbasins defined in the model . This
capabilityis partic:uIarty bd.pfulm represc:atiog the hydrologic regimes ofl arge basins. like the
Humber River. since it accoun ts for the spatial variations of me meteorologic param eters
The initial hydrot echni cal stud y for the basin found that there was " a marginally
sufficient amount of meteorologic data available for the Hum ber River wat ersh ed which is
co nsidered to be suitable for hydrologic modelling via the SSARR model. " (Cumming
Cockburn, 1984 ) At that time none of the data was relemerered to a centr al lo cationrequiring
the upgrading of the system to permit using the SSARR model for ope rational flow
forecasting. Th e climate statio n locati ons are listed in Table 7 and shown on Figure 9.
Hydrologic In pu t Dat a
Man y of the hydro logic param eters in the SSARR model are determined during the
initial model setup. Some of thcie parameters are considered permanent characteristic of the
model. includingsuchthingsas the drainage area, and the altitude-area relatio nship as shown
in T able 8 . The snowband model opti o n wasused rather than the depletion option used in
the 1984 study . Thesnowband optio n better represents the snowpack accumulation-depletion
char acteri stics of the Humber Basin and was reco mmended by the model developer .
(C umming Coc kburn. 1995)
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Ta ble 7 - Climate Station Locations - Humbe r River Basin
Atmosphe ric Env ironmen t Se rvice Department of Environment and La bou r
Station AES 10 No SSARR Station Name DCP S~~N"", Cod, Platfonn ID
Deer Lake 840 1500 1500 Upper Humber 4812C702 BLAC
above Black Brook
Buchans 8400698 0698 Grand "ok, on 480FC3FA GLGI
Glover Island
Comer Brook Lake 48001066 CDRN
at Outlet
Burgee Road near 480FB56A BURG
Buchan 's Access
Grand "ok, at 48 128192 GLSW
Southwest End
Indian Brook 480CFl6E lND!
Diversion
Sandy "ok, at 48 12A2E4 SAND
How ley Road
The mean daily evaporation amounts were based on the mean monthly values . The
mean monthly amounts we re obtai ned from isohyetal maps . (Environment Canada, 1970) .
The values ranged from 0.25 mm1day to 3.3 mm1day with an average of 1.4 mm/day . These
values were adjustedas recommended in the SSARR manual using a function to account for









Ta ble a . Subbasin Cban cteristics
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Thearea elevation relationshi p is input to the SSARR model to allow adjustments in
the model for changes in the temperature as elevations in the basin change relative to climate
stations . The relationship is shown in Figure I I .
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Attttude - Area Relationship
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Figure 11 - Altitude-Area Relationship
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4.1.1.7 Calibration and Verification
Thecalibntted paramcten developedby Cumming Cockburn (Cumming Cockburn.
19(5) wee csedas a basis for thisstudy . Tbe calibration precedcre useddata for the period
from August 1991 to August 1992 using the available climate and hydrometric data . The
model was verified using data from the period August 1992 to June 1993. Due to the
problem with the data related to the ice effect on winter flows discussed in Chapter 3. no
further calibration was undertaken for this study. However . a simulatio n run using the first
two years of the data was carried out to visually evaluate the calibration. A sam ple of the
results is presented in Figure 12 .
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Figure 12 - Sam ple SSARR Calibration Run
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Weighting of Meteorologic Stations
The SSARR model allows the user the option of assigning data available for several
meteorologic stations to any oftbe subbasins defined in the model. Also, the user has the
option of weighting meteorologic stations applied to each subbasin. The initial weights were
determined by the consultant for the initial study (Cumming Coc kburn, 1984) using Theissen
polygons. In this process the temperature and precipitation data were first given the same
weights . The weightings used in this stud y are based on the (Cumming Cockburn, 1995)
study and are shown in Table 9.
Snowm elt Coefficients
Once the model yields good results for rainfall only events the calibration spring snowmelt




melt rate (for degree day method only).
The snowmelt coefficients used in this study are given in Table 10
Routing Coefficients
The routing parameters were determined for the gauged watersheds then these values were
transferred to the ungauged basins. The initial values were detenni ned using runoff
conditions that were independent of snowmelt . The rout ing coefficients are given in Table
II .
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~Table 9 - PrecipitationGauge WeighlSApplied10 Sub-basins (CummingCockburn, 1995)
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Table II - Routing Coefficients (Cummin8 Cockburn, 1995)
Sub-basinCode and Name Surface Subsurface Baseflow
NP TS NP TS NP TS
WII00 - Lewaseecbjeech Brook 3 IS 2 40 2 300
WIIOI - Hinds Lake 3 20 5 SO 2 400
WII02 - SheffieldRiver 3 20 5 SO 2 450
WII03 - IndianBrookDiversion 4 IS 3 20 2 200
WII04- UpperHumberRiveraboveReidville 4 IS 3 20 2 200
W2100 - GrandLake West 3 IS 3 20 2 200
W2101- Grand lake Central 3 IS 3 20 2 200
W2102 - Grand Lake East 3 IS 3 20 2 200
W2104· LocalInflow Downstream of GrandLake 3 10 2 20 2 200
W2105 · Local Inflow to DeerLake 3 IS 3 20 2 200
W2\06· Local Inflow to ComerBrook 3 10 3 IS 2 100
(See Figure9 for locations)
4.1.1.8 Data Format
The input data files for the SSARRmodel use a "card image" format. The format is
based on the punch cards used when the model was developed in the 1950's . The card is
divided into groups of columns specific to the type of card . For examp le, precip itation data
is entered on a "Z4 K card. In the example, in Tab le 12 the "Z4" identifies the card type,
"BLA e" identifies the station, the next six columns the data, the "3~ the time period for the
data (daily in this case) and the remaining columns the actual data .
With the PC version of the program the control cards are placed in a separate data file
in card format. The organization of the control card file is shown in Table 13.
Tabl e 12- SSARR Input Data
Z4 BLAC OlCl19 5 3 0 .05 4 0.32 4 0 .318 0 .3 2 4 0 .000 0.10 8 0.054 0 . 00 0
Z4 BLAC 0 9C195 3 O.ClOO 1.40 3 0.000 O.OClO 0.054 2. 483 0 .000 0.270
14 BLAC 1707 95 3 CI.I0 8 0.054 0.593 0.648 0.000 1. 349 0.10 8 O. 2a
%4 BLAC 250795 3 0.432 0 . 000 0. 324 0.000 0.054 0 .378 0.215
4.l.2 Forecast.'!for Specific Events
The selection of events was based o n the period of record available for the DCP statio ns and
the presence of suitable events to forecast. The spring snowmelt season was select ed for the
three years with data records outside of the calibration period .
The input files for each day were prepared and the model was run. Each of the input files was
structured to provide a forecast three days beyond the forecast date for each of the five
gauged subbasins The results for one station are presented graphical ly in Figure 13.
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Appendixc contains sample wpU: and output files for the SSARR modelas well as sample
plots of the forecasts for-each of the basins
I Lewaseechjeech Brook I
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Figure tJ - Sample SSARR Flow Forecast Output
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Tabl e 13 - SSA RR Control Card Organiza tion
Card Description
J Run characteristics
CP Charac teristics of meteorologic stations
CT Tables of variations of basin parameters
Permanent characteristics CB Basin characteristics
of the model C3 Altitude-Area relationship
CR Reach characteristics
CL Lake and river characteristics
CI Reservoir sto rage curves
CC Node characteris tics
P Network con figuration
T Duration of the simulation
2B Initial conditions of the basins
Initial conditions and 2R Initial conditions of the reaches
input data
3B Revision of initial basin conditions
40 meteo rologic data (observed and
forecast)
5 Temporal distribution of rain and
tempera ture
6 Hydrometric data
Cont rol of Outp ut PR Printing format for numeric output
PQ Printing format for graphic output
END end of file
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4.1 Statisti cal Model (Dynamic Regressi on)
Dynamic regression models denote single equation regression models tha t combi ne
time series oriented dynamic features with the effects o f explanat ory variables (Goodrich,
1989). T he ARIMA type of model is purdy dynamic . Its forecasts depend sold y o n the
propagation of random shocks forwards in time . In addition to model ling this pro pagation
proc ess. a dynamic regress ion mod el must also accou nt for the casual influe nces of the
explanatory variables.
Dynami c regression may be used whe n:
the datasets are long enough and stable enough to su ppo rt a co rre latio nal
model. and
the explanato ry variables increase the accuracy o f fit in a meani ngful wa y
4.1. 1 Model Backg ro und
Much of the current theory and development oftime series modell ing goes back to
Box andJenIrins (Box and JenIcins, 1976 ). In this text, Box and Jenkinsreferred a technique
called the "combinedtransfer function-disturbance" model. Pankratz (Pankratz. 1991 ) used
Box- Jenkins modeUing technique cal ling it "dynamic regres sion" .
The ordinary least squares dynamic regression model takes the fonn shown in
Equati on 2 :






dependant variable at time ,
coefficient ofi'th exogeno us variable Z/fJ
Z, vector of exogenous variables at time '
E, errors where the errors are NlD(O, ri) , le. no rmally
and independently distributed with variance ri
Often the residuals from Eq (I) are correla ted. contrary to the assumption of
independence. A significant correlation in the residuals indicates that the historical data are
related to current data and may be useful in predicting futur e values. With streamflows , it is
quite conceivable that tomorrows flows are related to flows and precipitation that occu rred
one , two or three days ago. For this reason, error autocorre lation must be seriously
considered in model construction
Erro r autocorrelation can be detected by examining lite autocorrelation function
(ACF) results. using the Ljung-Box Q-test , the Durbin-Wa tson test, or by using other tests.
The ACF determines the If autocorrelationsare found this may indicate that one or more lags
should be added to the model or that additional exogenous variables should be added . In the
modellingprocess exogenous variablesare variables, such as temperatu re or precipitation that
may not be initially included in the model. In some cases, both may be required
One method to improvethe modeldynamics is to use the Cochrane-Orcutt (Goodrich,
1989) model to add new parameters With this method . Equation I is rep laced by the
following pair of equations :
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aut oregr essive polynomial
dependant variab le at time I
coefficient of i'th exogenous variable Z,ffJ
vecto r of exogenous variables at time I
polynomial in the backward shift opera to r
raw residual at time I
err ors where the erro rs arc N1D(O. cT) , ie . normally
and independen tly distribut ed with variancecr
Thesetwo equationscan also bewrittenas a single equa tion as shown in Equa tion S:
R(b)(~b)Yt - PZ,) .. E, (5)
4.2.2 Forecast Mood Deve lopment
The objective of this sect io n is to creat e a dynamic regression based mod el for eac h
of the five gauged basins within the Humber River Basin. Each of the basin models, in
addit ion to being able to provide a reasonab ly accurat e flew forecast, must conform to the
theoryof parsimony. In other words, the mood should use the fewest number of coefficients
that provide an adequat e exp lanation of the data .
6 1
This sectio n will describe the procedure used to develo p the dynamic regression
models. For thismodd precess, the basin was represented by the schematic shown in Figure
14 . The procedur e was carried out using the Forecast Pro Software package (Business
Forecast Systems tee, 1993) usingdata prepared &5 described in Chapter 3. The step by step
procedw-e usedto develop the modelsis shown in Figure IS. The first step was to select an
initial model. Since ru noff is related to precipi tation. the closest precipita tion stat ion was
selected as the first independ ent variable. The next ste p is to fit the regress ion coeffici ents .
The significance level of the varia bles are listed . with insignificant corre latio n flagged . Ir all
the variables are significant the diagnostics are run. The diagnostics are checked for lagged
variables and autoregressive tenu s. As part of the diagnostics. the software suggests a new
laggedvariable or autor egressive terms to add to the model. The proced ure is co ntinued until
a satisfactotyresults is achieved. Figure 16 shows the change in the ACF using from : I) just
Othe precipitation term. 2) addi ng lhe flow lagged by one time step ; and then 3) addin g the
precipitation lagged by one timestep and an autor egressive term
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Bas in Sch ematic




Figure 14 · Basin Schematic - Dynamic Regressio n Mode l
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Dynamic Regression Model Building Cycle
-~)
(GoodridI , 1989)




Figure 16 - Sample ACFChanges
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4.2.3 Mood Diagn ostics
This sectio n briefly describes the diagnostic tests that are performed by the
Forecast Pro software during modeldevelopmen t. The test can be perfo rmed each time
a model is fined to the data and the results can be use to add or remove terms from the
modd . The firstgroup looks at the terms related to the dynamics of the model- the lags
and the autoregressive terms . The second grou p looks at the inclusion or exclusion of
variables. Thevariables can be either the inactive indepe ndent variables. the time related
variables or a constant term .
4.2.3.1 Dynamics Specifications '
_AUTOI-n) This test dete rmines wheth er a Cochrane-Or cutt autocorrel ation
erro r term of lag 0 should be added to the model. The test is
performed for the firsttwelve lags and the first two seaso nal lags
If the term is already in the modd the test is omitted
VI-D) This test determines a'th lag of the dependent variable term
shouldbeadded to the model. The test is perfonned for the first
twe lve lags and the first two seasonal lags. As with the previous
test, the test is omitted if the term is already in the model.
Thesoftware provides a recommendation to add a specific new term to the model.
The process can be repeated until the modeller is satisfied with the results
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4.2.3.2 Variable Specification
Exclud ed Variables: Eacb inactive variable in the tableau is evaluated tested
with a Lagrange multiplier test .
Time Tr end : This test uses alternative hypothesis testing to determine whether
a lineartime trend improves the fit of the model. A significant test result does not
necessari ly indicate that a time trend variable should be added but may indicate
that there is a problem with the model's dynamics or with an excluded term.
Constan t Tenn This test evaluates whether a constant term improves the fit of
the model.
Lagged independent vari ables Each of the independent variables in the current
model is tested .
4.2.3.3 Custom excluded variable tests
This test allows the user to test whether groups of excluded terms will improve
the fit of the model. Sometimes combinations of excluded variables will be significant
even if they are insignificant separately.
4.2.3.4 Standard diagnostics
Each time a model is fitted, a group of standard diagnostics are displayed. A
typical set of data is displayed in Table 14. Included in the this group are the mean,
standard deviation . Others are described below :
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Table 14 - Sample Diagnostics from Dynamic Regression Model
Forecast Pro f or OOS Version 2. OOA
Sun Jul 06 19 :03 : 30 19 97
Forecas t. Model for FLOW
fl.eqre s sion (3 r eqr e s so rs. 0 l "qqed e r rors )




1. 34 4 4 4 3
-0. 3 87 6 6 0
0.113 74 7
0 . 0 2 1 8 6 5 61.488101
0 .021 7 9 5 - 17 . 78 6 6 22
0 . 0 0 9 14 9 12 .43296 4
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
1.000 000
1.00 00 0 0
S t.andard Oiaqnost.1cs
Sa mple size 1626
Mean 11. 2 5
R- squa re 0. 9 3 9 8
Durbin- W"t. "on 1. 9 7 9
recece ee e r ror 2 .746
MA.PE 0 .1 3 13
~ 1. 32
Nwnb e r o f parameters 3
St.andard deVi a tio n 1 1 . 19
Ad jus t.ed R-squa.re 0 . 9 3 9 8
.... L junq-Box (18 ) =53. 38 P=l
S I C 2 . 762 l Se st. sO tarl
RMSE 2 .743
Mean Absolute Devia tion: This value is the measure of the average of the
absolutediscrepanciesbetween the actual and fitted values in a given time series
The value is calculated using Equation 6:
t lY- Yi
MAD = -"-' --
n
(')
Standard Foret:ast Error: The standard error is the root mean square of the
actual data minus the fitted values given by Equation 7:
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(7)
R-square: This isa measure of the variance that is explained by the model In the
example , 93.98% of the variance is explained by the model.
Bayesian lnfonnation Criterion : The BIC statistic is a measure that is used to
evaluate theparsimony of a model. Thisstatistic reward for goodness of fit based
on the mean square erro r and penalizing for complexity based on the number of
parameters. The object of model building is to minimize the BIC The fcrm of
the equation used in Forecast Pro is given in Equation 8:
where T
e«: '" sTU
number of sample points
(8)
mean squar e error
number of param eters
Durbin-Watson test : The Durbin Watson statistic is a standard test for the
presence ofa utoco rrelarion in regress ion residuals. Some of the assumptions for
the use of this statis tic [Pankra tz, 1991) are :
a constan t term is present in the model,
the series follow s a AR( I) proces s
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the regression does not include any time lagged Y values
there are no missing values
Thisstatisticwas not very useful for thisstudy sincea number of the assumption
WCI"e violated. Theronnofthe equation for the DurbinWatson d use in Forecast
Pro is shown in Equation 9:
t (~, -~'- I ):
d = _"'_ _
~ .; ( ')
Ljun g-80 J.test : The Ljung-Box Q statistic (Pankratz, 199 1) is used to test the
overall autocorr elation of the fitted errors of a model. This test is an
improvement oflhe BOlt-Pierce (portmanteau ) test. The statistic is a weighted
sum of squar ed autocorre:lations and conseq uently zero only when every
autocorrelation is zero. Thevah.tcofQ increases with more autocorrelation. The
weightsare so that Q approltimates X:(L - n). which is the Chi-square with L - n




" I (T - i )
number of sample points
i'th autocorr elation coefficient
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(IO)
nwnber o f correlation toefficients
4.2.4 Mood Results
As discussed in Chapter 3 . I. the data used in the analysis was obtained from
NDOEL files. FOI" this pan of the analysis, the data was formatted in a Lotus 1-2-3
spreadsheet for each basin 50 that they were com patible with the Forecast Pro software.
Theprocedure used was to start with the simplest fonn of the regr ession relatio nship and
build on that relationship until the best tit to the data was obtained. Data for the period
of record from 1991 to 1994 was used in the analysis to devel op the dynamic regression
relationship for each basin. The final set of coe fficients developed in the analysis are
presented in Table 15. A sample of the historic data and the data fined with using the
dynamic regre ssion model for one of the gauged basins is presented in Figure 17.
4.2.5 ~nenlioD of Forecasts
Once the coefficients for the dynamic regressio n mod els were selected as
desaibed in the pcevious section. forecasts were generated . The nature of the basin had
to be taken into accoun t to set up the order for genera tio n. The Sheffield,
Lew ascechjeec h and [ndian Broo k Diversion basinscould be ge nerat ed independently.
Since three of the gauges , the Upper Humber River above Black Brook. the Upper
Humber River near Reidville and the Humber River near Village Bridge are linked
physi call y de s cribed in th e bas in schemat ic
11
Ta ble 15 - Form of Dynamic Regression Models
Sub- buin Name Form of Dynamic Regressio nEqua tion
Lewaseechjeech Brook _CONST + a PREGLGl +bFLOWI- I] + e
FLOW(-21+ d FLOW(-3]; where
CONST "O .149490
a-;. 0.244776; b .. 1 .664S9S ~ c - _I,046278
d = 0.)]605 1
Sheffield Brook _CONST + aPRE INDI+ bFLOW(-I ] +c
FLOWI·2j; when;
_CONST=0.348126
a - 0.04 1432;b ool.432156c=.Q.462627
Indian Brook Diversion _CONST+ a PREClND1 + b FLOW[·IJ +c
FLOW[-2]; whc:re
CONST · 0 448615
; · 0 118321;b " I.297039; c :o..().362822
Up per Humber River above Reidville: _CONST+ a PRESAND+bFLOW[- I/ + c
FLOW[·2 ] + d FLOBLAC +
e _AUTO[- I]; where ·
CONST - 14.380586
;=..Q.210896;b " 0.739059;c '" .Q.37675O
d " 1.055177; c " 0.884608
Upper Hwn ber River _CONST + aPRECBLAC -e nowr.u +<;
above Black Brook FLOW[-2/; wbere:
CONST " 1.254866
;-.. O.558944~ b = 1.238943; c " ..Q.315646
Humber River at Humber _CONST +a PREBLAC +bFLO WI- I]
"Village Bridge FLOREID + d FLOBLAC -to
c_AU TOI- I];where
_CONST " 21.697851
a "' 0.187210; b " 0.859492; c :00.196181
d = .Q.05571O; c -0.525336
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and basin map, Figures 14 and 17 respectively, forecasts for these stations had to be
generat ed in an upstn:am to downstream order . That is, the forecasts for the Black Brook
basin were used to genera te forecasts for the Reidville basin and the Reidville forecasts
were then used to genera te forecasts at Humber Vtllage Bridg e.
Forecasts wen: generated for the same timeperiods used for the SSARR forecasts
discussed in Section 4.1. How ever, for this analysis, the Upper Humber River above
Black Brook basinwas added. Thisbasin wasnot set up separa tely in the SSARR mode l
since a forecast was not requi red for this area . Since the Oow and climat e data was
availab le and the model deve lopmen t for the dynamic regression eq uati ons described
ear lier in this chapter showed that flow s fro m this basin were significant in forecasti ng
downstream flows. it was included here.
The forecasts were genc:nted for one day, two day and three da y lead times using
data up to the forecast data . The model was setu p so that it did not updat e. That is. the
forecasts for the one two and three da y lead times used data up to the forecast date only.
Th e results for the one, two and three day forecasts for the Humber River at Humber
Vl1lageBridge and the Upper Humber River" at Reidvillesitesare shown in Figu res 18-21.
A sample output file from Forecast Pro as we n as forecast plots from the other stations
are presented in Append ix D.
14
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Figure 13 - Dynamic Regression Model Results vs Recorded Flows
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Figure 19 • Sample One day Forecast
Figure 20 - Sample Two day Forecast
Figure 21 - Sample three Day Forecast
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5. COMPARISON OF MODELLING RESULTS
Themainobjectiveof this study wasto develop a Row forecast model based on
dynamic regressio n and to comp ar e the results with forecasts from the SS ARR model.
The previous chap ter described the methodology used to develo p the flow forecasts by
the two methods under comparison. The chapter compares the results of the two
methods. discusses the significance of the results and outlines some of' the reaso ns why
the SS ARR model may have performed poorly compared with the dynamic regr ession
model
S.l Ana lysis of Results
A detailed survey (Mahmoud.. 1984) reviewed the relevant literature and tested
many of the acwracy measures used to compare forecasts. including the mean square
error, the mean pm:emage error . the mean abso lute percentag e error. Theil 's If-statistic,
the root mean square error , the mean error and others. Since it is impo rtan t to consi der
forecast bias in timeseriesanalysis.the mean abso lute percentage erro r (MAPE) method
was selected to measure the accura cy of the two forecasting meth od s. The equa tion
describing this methodis presented in Equation I I. The results from the two methods are
presen ted in Tab les 16 and 17.
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1 = I, 2, . (II)
where e, forecast error
observed value
total number of observed values
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T.b1e 16 - MAPE Dynamic Regr ession Mood
MAPE fu< c on Me<bod
lJDocrHmnbcr River Abcn'e Black Brook
t JuliaDDav) ODe"'"' T~ "'" 11="'"
1994 12 1- 110 11.1 32 .7 4<1.2
199' 12 1· 176 14. 0 29 .1 37.6
1996 30- 140 18 .1 33.4 41.2
Lewuc:cchJccch Btook Flow Data
t(Jul ianDay) One 0", Two Day 11="",
1994 66-166 9.2 17.4 23.4
199' 96-17 6 7.' 17.2 26 .0
1996 36-71 9.4 19.6 27 .8
She ffield Broo k Flow Data
t JulianDavl ODe0", Twc Dav 11="'"
1994 96- 176 >.9 10 4 14.9
199' 101 - 131 ' .9 11.1 11. 1
1996 36-73 6.3 12.1 11.7
Indian Brook Div ersion Flow Data
tJuIian ) ODe"'"' T~ ",", 11= ",",
1994 56- 176 10 .5 11.9 25 .9
199' 121 - 17 1 . 6 17.1 24 .3
1996 .,..1 10 .5 19.8 27.9
UooerHmnbe:r River"ill Reidvi lle FlowData
1 Julian ) ODe0", T~ ",", 11=0",
i994 121. 179 13 .8 25 .0 33 .6
199' 9 1- 115 9.o 19.3 28 .5
1996 11 ·140 11.0 22 . 1 3 1.1
Humber River at Villa1ZCBridee Flow Dat a
t JulianDavl One Dav T~ O Tbree Dev
1994 96- 185 2.4 4.6 6.4
1995 91·180 L2 2.' 4.3
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Table 17 - MAPE Results for SSARR Mode l
MAPE fo r SSARR Model
"
, ~
Leweseecaieech Brook Flow Data
t{julianD",,) Oee Dav Twc Dev ThreeDav
1994 66- 166 36.5 30.0 27.1
1995 96- 116 46.1 41.9 50.3
19% 36-1 1 109.1 94.2 84.4
Sheffield Brook Flow Data
t (1u1ian D"" \ """D~ Two Dav """' D.
1994 96- 116 46.1 46.& 41.2
1995 101-181 29.0 29.1 28.1
1996 36-13 50.5 49.0 48.6
Indian Brook Diversioo Flow Data
t JulianDa ) One Dav Two Dav Three Dav
1994 56- 116 31.8 38.5 40.1
1995 12 1-171 85.1 88.1 90.5
1996 46-8 1 1 1.1 67.5 63.4
U:=-Hwnber River at Reidville Flow Data
t Julian O",,) """D~ Two Dav Three Dav
1994 121·119 43.1 39.1 38.0
1995 9 1_175 5 1.1 52.0 53.4
19% 81_140 toz.t 95.8 81.8
Humber River at Villa e Brid Flow Data
t(1ulianO""\ One Dev TwoDav TbreeDav
1994 96· 185 22.8 23,3 23.5
1995 9 1- 180 22.0 22.4 22.6
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S.2 Discuss ion of Results
Themost obvious observatio n based on the MAPE criterio n is that the dynamic
regression modelwas consistentlymore accurate. The SSARR results, especially for the
1996 data set at Humber River near Reidville and Lewaseechjeech Broo k. were far less
accurate . However , as shown in Figure 22., the SSARR modelwas reaso nably close in
estimating the magnitude of the maximum 800d flow , st ill the time of the peak is offby
several days
Wlrilethe results fromthe SSARR model were disappointing, other studies have
produced similar, and often variable, results . Figure 23 shews the results from a study
(Manitoba, 1985) that compared several different deterministic models, including SSARR.
In the top graph, the results are very good. while in lower grap h the forecasted flows are
not at all dose to the acrualdows
The dynamic regression model has an advantage during time periods with
consistent flows dynamicupdating capabilities. This is the time when the SSARR model
isat itsgreatest disadvantage sincean inaccunw::y in the SMJ winany through the whole
time period .
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ttmber River at ViJ398 Bridge
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Figure 21 - SSARR Results for 1996 Data
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Sirrulated and Recorded Flows
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Figure 2J . Rcsuiu or Maoltob. Model Companson
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Another problem with the SSARR model, and to some extent all deterministic
models, is the lack of calibration data. In this study, the basin was divided into eleven
subbasins, Of these subbasins, six have no flow records at aU. The combined drainage
area of these subbasins totals 4150 krrr', or about 50 percent of the total drainage area.
Also, manyof the parameters. such as the ETI, are based on empirical relationships that
have very little field data on which to base a calibration. The real prob lem with these
empirical relationships is separating the effects of one parameter from another during the
calibration process. As discussed in Chapter 4. 1.1, the calibration process is essentially
a trial and error process to fit the model to measu red hydrologic events. Usually only the
flow, thetemperature and precipitation are known at a small number of point s in or near
the basin. The modelmust take these point measurements and distribute the values over
some or all of a subbasins The location of the climate stations may not be in the optimal
location to distribute the data. Many of the climate stations, such as the Indian Brook
Diversion site and the Upper Humber River above Black Brook were installed at the
hydrometric station for convenience of maintenance and operation. These locations are
at the extreme downstr eam end of the basin at the lowest elevation in the basin so the
climate data collectedat thesesites may not accurately represent the conditions upstream .
Generally lower elevations tend to receive more precipitation than higher elevations. This
is compensated for in the model using the meteoro logic weighting factor s. Adjustments
in the SMI or the other parameters could achieve the same result for some events
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Thedynamic~ modd seemed to handle theproblem with theerroneous
tlow values due to the ice effect discussed in Chapt er J . The initial data analysis in the
dynamic regressio n modd development identified the data as stationary but seasonal
Since the ice cover is a seasonal phenomenon the fined model compensated for the
differences- The SSARR modelmay alsoforecast for thisseason peevided that calibration
is carri ed out during the same season.
Themodel1er requiresa lhorough lcnowIedge of the basin'5 hydrology to calibrate
the SSARR model. It is essential to determine which parameters in the modei tc adjust
to imp rove the fit. While the SSARR manual presents a step by step procedure for
parameters adjustments , some require "dry" periods or rainfall events following a dry
period to isolate specific parameters. With the variability of Newfou ndland weather
condi tions . this is nol an easy task. With the dynamic regressio n model a reasonab le
lmowkdge oflhe basin' s hydrology and a good stati stical software package can provide
good results with ease and economy. Fewer paramet ers are needed and thecalibratio n
can be easily updated as new data becomes available.
One fact or that was eot explored with the dynamic regression model was a
method to account for spills that may occu r from the Grand lake Reservoi r. These
areincluded in the SSARR model and may present a difficulty with the regressio n model.
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The res ults of the dynamic regression model and the deterministic model were
compared in the preceding Chapter . This Chapter presents the conclusions and
recommendations .
6.1 Conclusioos
The conclusi ons of the study are as follows:
Thedynamic regression model provides a goo d alterna tive to the SSARR model
for near real time flow forecasting for the Humber River Basin based on the
results of lhis study . The results indicate that the dynamic regression model
should be further evalual~ under operational conditions
2. The SSARR model provided a reasonable estimate of pea.Ic discharge at the
Reidville and VtlIage Bridge sites where these dischar ges are importan t for flood
forecasting
More wo rk needs to be done to improve the calibration of the SSARR model.
Initially the present calibrationparameters should be reevaluated to determine the
areas tha t need improvement. Possibly more data collection stations. or the
relocatio n of the existing stations would improve the model.
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The SSARR model requires l hi~ level of know ledge in terms of the basins
hydrology and the model application to provide good results compared with the
dynamic regression mode l.
S. The dynamic regression models provided accurate forecasts in spite of the
problem with the flow data related to ice effects discussed in Chap ter 3.
6. The dynamic regress ion model requires less data and effort in calibratio n.
Confidence limits are given in the dynamic regressio n model.
6.2 Recommendations
The resu lts of this study show that the dynamic regression model can produce
accurate flow fCK"eCaStS for the Humber RiverBasin. Since the dynamic regress ion model
is less complicated and requires less effort to calibrate. the Department of Environmeeu
and Labour should include use of a dynamic regressio n model in its operational
forecasting activities. Initially the dynamic regressio n model could be added on a trial
basis to confirm that the model can reproduce results similar to this study. Once its
effectiveness is confirmed in actual operations the mod el can be implemented . either on
its own or concu rrently with the SSARR model .
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SSARR Input and Output
File Example
SAMPLE SSARR DATA FILE: CONTROL
'"t'l nOl".
]45 H
ZCl 1IIl t OO COMPUTEtI FLOW, L£WASttauE£Of IROlII!:
ZO " 11 CO 47 0 1 ].15 2 .<lO 2. 3 0 0 2 . :<50 0 4 0 3.5 .2 0 1 20 .1
Z0 1l11 0 0 .. alOO .9 8 . ... . 1 . 0 3 , 9 ZOOO 6 . 4
ZC4ltllOO 1001 10 0 2 100.. n oD noo 90 00 91 00
ZCS :.11 00 . 5 · ], 1 - 1. 4 . O:U . 014 1'00 94 0 0 2 90 1U:, lIU OO 91 00 0 2Ylt 00 2
ZOf ;111" 0 .. GRAM : 2 5 ~ :' LOV la O .. i1[;R(l lOa
tal 111 10 0 1 GRAN I SO ] CLOV 115 1 !lURG 15 0
ZeA lIllDa 10 0
ZCP lIu oa 145 0 :'5 2 }.2 221 7 . 2 )0 4 ZO. ' 311 55 . 9 n 7 12 . ':' SH )J
ZCP 11110 0 U I " .2 700 10 0 "n, 1 00
l«)C'ATC:H·C£P'IC I~
ZH CillNI 90 100 -I
ZH GIDV 11 5 100 - 1
ZH lItlRG 100 10 0 - 1
UUoTIClrf TABLES
ZCT :001 2 a 20 10 U 11 90 , ,, 90 51'11 II /lOP
ZC!' 1002 2 0 eo . 4 60 loS )0 9n}0 e r r liS 8'"
ZCT 10 0 4 200 . 0 3 .01 . 0 5 . OJ . 1 ] . 08 . 25 . 18 . J I . 28 . 5 1 . 41 ", . 41 SSS
ZCT 91 0 0 J 0 . 18 . 04 2 0 . 2 3 . 0 4 10 0 . 32 . 04 ) 00 , 3$ . 0 4 "n . ] 5
"5 ", ,,, .
ZCT uoo 2 1 . 0 3 2 .0 4 , . 04 10 . 0 2 ,,,, . 02 MO "'S GlIlLT PE:R DAY
zcr 89 0 0 2 0100 2 .5 100 10 0 " '0 RAIN /DA't vs !ICE
TEMPERATURE '/5 . PET /DA Y FOR aASE _ _l
ZC1' n oo 2 - 20 . 01 - 2 . 0 2 ) . 0 5 8 . 12 11 .) 21 . 5]S . 74 19 " . 7-4
tC1' ' 0 0 0 2 a a , 50 15 9 0 20 10 0 " " 100 SMI 'IS DICE
U DEGREE N . lAT I 'l'tIDE
tC1' no o 2 1 7J 2 7 8 3 1 0 2 4 1 14 5 133 , l H 7 U S
ZCT n oD 8 12 4 :'0 5 10 n a 7 ' 12 71 13 7'5 ", 75 MO VS~
%CT n oD 2 1 31 2 50 3 7 5 -4 1 00 5 10 0 , 10 0 7 100' 10 0 9 100 10 10:1
ZCT ' l Oa 11 . 5 12 50 13 31 " " 31 MO VS MJt IrncrIVDlESs
ecr HOO 2 a 100 10 0 0 10 0 EL/ lttIPCT
ZCl lIll0 1 COMPUI"ED n..ow . KINDS ilROOK
to lI11 0l no 1 3 .20 5 . 5 0 2 . 450 2 .2 500 50 ).5
ZOIl11 0 1 • • 13 00 . 9 8 . .. . 1 .03 .92000 ' .4
ZC4 10111 011101 11021104 19 0 0 110 0 9000 91 0 0
tCS W1101 . 1 · 20 . 02 2 . 0 " "009-400290 1
ecs 10111 0 1 9100
ZCH 10111 0 1 4 SAlfD 100 4 au. 10 0
ZCH 11 1 0 1 ) $AND 1 50 3 OUI 13 0
ZCA 11 1 0 1 10 0
tCP 111101 1110 2 2 8 0 .5 3 0-4 2-4 . ' 3 11 42 .2 457 U . 3 5 33 lS. l
ZCP 11 1 0 1 no 91 UO " .1 no 10 0 ",,, 10 0
C- I
:01 SAND 260 l OCI c
ZH Cl59S 2sa loa 0
R.nJl,.T!O N TABt£S
ZCT 11 01 2 0 20 La 60 L8 La o 9H Lao SMI v RO P
Z~ 11022090 .4 7 0 ~ .5 4 0 999 40 a I I VS BFP
Z~ 11 04 2 a 0 . OJ . 0 1 . ~ . 0 3 . 2 . 08 . 3 . 15 .n . 2 3 . 51 . 36 ~H .6 9 9 9 .0 SSS
ZCl lIll0 2 COMP1JTED ..-LOw. SH! FFI£t.D SROOK
ZC2 lIll 02 380 1 3 .30 5 . 3 0 2 . 3502. 2500203.5
ZC3 lIll 0 2 " 8JOl . 9 8 .84 . 1 .0 3 . 9 .2000 ~ .4
ZC4 1011102 1201 12 02 120 4 8900 aacc 9000 9100
ZC5 1011102 .5 -J 1 . 02 2 . 084 860 0HOO:90 1
ZC6 101 11 0 2 9301 J2YK005
ZCH 11 1 0 2 4 INtlI 100 4 0598 10 C
ZeN lIU C.2 3 INnI 125 3 0 6 98 12 5
ZCA "'11 0 2 1 0 C
ZCP Wll02 n a 15 2 9. 4 228 lO . 1 l 0 4 n .3 381 1 ]. 4 4 5 7 90 .8 5 33 n . o
ZCP WU 0 2 $40 lC C 9 9 9 9 9 10 0
ZH I NIlI J66 100 1
ZH OU8 280 100 0
RELATION TABI.£S
ZCT 1201 2 a 2 0 10 '0 1 8 1 00 999 10 0 SHI II ROP
ZCT 1202 2 0 80 . 4 '0 1 .5 30 99 9 lO an vs BFP
ZCT 1204 2 0 a .OJ . 0 1 . 0 5 . 0 3 .D . 0 8 .25 . 11 .3 8 .28 . 5 1 . 4 3 999 . 3 999 .0
sss
ZCT 8301 3 (I . 09 .0 4 20 .1 0 . 134 LOa . 17 .134 300 . 18 .0 4 HH . 18 . 04 AT: MR
'IS MR CR
ZCT 9301 .2 1 II 2 50 3 55 " 'is 5 100 s 100 7 lao 8 1 0 0 9 100 113 10 0
ZCT 9301 11 85 12 SO 13 II 9'9' II ":l 'IS MR EFF£CTI'IENESS
ZCl 11"11 0 3 COMPUTED FLO W. IND IAN BROOK
ZC2 11"11 0 3 238 14 ,15 3 ,20 2 .2013 .2• .2000 .20 1.5
ZC3 11 1 0 3 ., 8300 . 9 8 . 8 4 . 1 . 3 3 . 9 2 0 0 0 6 . •
ZC4 1111 0 3 13 0 1 D0 2 1304 89 00 aBOO 900 0 9100
ZC5 li U 0 3 . 5 · 3 1 .O U . 0 84 '600 9400 1 90 1
ZC5 11 1 0 3 930 0 0.2YM004
ZCH 1111 0 3 4 INtlI 100
ZCH 1111 0 3 3 INtlI 12 5
ZCA 111103 1 0 0
ZCP 1I11 0 l 12 .2 0 152 1 . 0 2 28 .24 .7 304 93 .7 381 99.0 390 100 9' 99 10 0
ZH IHOI 3U 100 1
RELATION TABL£S
ZCT 1301 .2 0 20 10 50 18 la o 99 9 100 SMI V ROP
ZCT 130 2 2 0 90 . 4 7 0 1.5 40 999 41l au VS Bl"P
ZCT 130 4 .2 0 0 . OJ . m . 05 .1l3 . 13 . 1l8 . 25 .1 S .43 999 . 3 9 99 . 0
sss
ZCl 10111 0 4 COMPUTED FLOW. UPPER IitJMIIER
ZC2 W11 04 2108 1 3,15 3 ,20 2 ,200 2 ,2000 20 3.5
ZCl II"1104 ,. 8301 .'8 .84 . 1 5 . 03 . 9 20 0 0 6 . 4
ZC4 11"1l04 1401140214048900880090009100
ZCS 11"11 04 . 3 · 3 0 .022 . 0 84 8600 9400 2 90 1
ZC6 11"11 04 9100 02YLOOl
ZCH 11"11 04 4 Bt.AC 100 4 SAND l a o 4 15 0 0 100
C- 2
tCH IIU 04 J aLAC 175 J $AIltI 150 J 15 0 0 11 5
to, lfU 04 10 0
to 111104 :.5 0" to .O 1$.1 10 . ' 2 28 31 .5 30 4 U .' 11 15' .7457 70 . '
ZCP 1111 0 4 5 JJ 14 . .f no H . • u s :'00 "" 100
tH !lUI: n o 10 0 1
%H SAHtI 250 10 0 1
%H 150 0 10 100 1
llEU.TIOIf TABLES
tc: H al :I. a J O to 70 15 100 ", 10 0 SMI VS ROP
t C":' 1402 2 a '0 . 4 10 1 .5 40 ~" .fa BIt VS !lFP
zcr 140 4 :1. a a . OJ . 0 1 . 0 5 . 0 J . 1J . 01 . 2 5 . 2 0 . J I . 51 . ",s 10 0 IS SSS
zel W2100 COMPlITED F'LOW. GRAND "-AXE WEST
sea wn o o un 11. :' 5 ]. 202. 2 0 0 2. 2 0 0 0 20 3 .S
aca 1121 00 • • 1)00 .n .I4 . :' . OJ . ' 2000 6 .4
:l:C", lf21 00 2 0 01 20 0 2 :;:004 noo 11 0 0 '000 HO O
acs ifll 00 . 1 ·J 1 . 0 2 2 . 014 "' 0 0 94 0 0 2'0 1
tC6 ~100 9100
ZCH ifl l 00 4 c:JIAIf :' 00 4 GLOV 10 0
ZCH }l'210 0 3 GIlAH 1 50 1 G1DV 14 0
ZCA lf2 10 0 100
ZCP '1121 00 lS .l a u .s 1 3 .2 152 24 . 1 221 32 . 4 l04 n . 4 lIIl 51.4
to 112100 4 5 7 U . S 53J '0 . 4 ' 4 0 100 " " LOa
ZH GRAH '0 100 1
ZH GLOV 115 100 1
REUoTION TABu:5
zcr 20 01 2 0 20 10 ;;0 11 10 0 ", tO O 5MI ·t ROP
ZCT 2002 2 0 'A . .. 10 loS 4 0 ses 4 0 !l I I IrS a,p
acr 2004 2 0 a . OJ . 0 1 . 0 5 . OJ . 13 . 0 8 .25 . 11
sss
t Cl 11210 1 CQIoIPUTED FLOW. GRNID LAKE CEN'T1tA.L
tC2 11210 t 6 '0 l].tS ]. :;:O 2 .200 2 .2 00020 J.5
tO Il2 101 • • n o o . ' !l . U .1. 0 J . ' 2 00 0 '. 4
ZC4 112101 2101 2102 21 04 n oo 110 0 '000 'laO
tCS 1121 01 . 1 · l 1 . 0 2 2 . 0 14 "00 ' 4 00 Z ' 0 1
ZC' W210 1 noo
tOt IfZl 0 l 4 SAIl!) 100 4 GLOV 10 0 4 1$0 0 1 0 0
ZCH 11210 1 J $AIfD I SO 1 G1DV 140 1 1500 13 5
ZeA ~101 10 0
ZO 1121 01 IS . J 0 U .S U . 2 15 2 24 .3 228 32 .4 l04 n . 4 JIt 51. 4
ZCP 11210 1 45 7 U .S 51 l ' 0 .4 '40 100 99" 100
ZH GRAH '0 10 0 1
ZH GLOY US 10 0 1
ZH 15 00 10 10 0 1
REIA TI OH TABLES
ZC: 2101 2 0 20 10 '0 18 10 0 ", 100 SMI v ROP
ZC: 2102 Z 0 '0 . 4 70 1 .5 40 ", 40 BU VS a ,p
ZCT 210 4 2 0 0 .0 3 . 0 1 .05 . OJ . 13 . 01 . 2 5 . 18 . 38 . 2 1 . 51 . 43 " ' .J ' 99 .(1
sss
ecr 1121 0 2 COKPUt'E:I) n.ow. GRAHD IAJCE EAST
ZC2 112102 1 11 0 1 3 .15 3,20 2 .200 2 .2000 2 0 3.5
C- J
zo W21C12 • • 11 00 . ' 1 . 1 4 . 1 . OJ . , 2 0 0 0 ' . 4
ZC4 lf2 1C12 2 2 0 1 2:102 22 04 1 9 00 1100 ' 00 0 ' 10 0
ZC! lf21 02 . 1 . ) 1 . 0 2 2 . 01 4 15 0 0 ' 40 0 2 ' 0 1
ZC' 101'2 1 0 2 9 ) 00
ZCK lrf21 0 2 4 SANtI 10 0 4 ! NOI ~O O 4 0'98 t OO
ZCH' "' 2 1 0 2 3 SAND 14 0 ) . NOI 150 I 0' " 130
ZeA Wn 02 10 0
ZCP 101'2 1029 5 . ) 0 15 .5 11 . ' ~S<l 3 1. 2 2 29 n .' )0 4 55 .2 J Il n . 2
ZCP 101'2 1 0 2 -151 52 . 4 sn n .4 SUi ~OO "" 100
ZH SNID 250 10 0 1
ZK J:ml I I " 10 0 1
ZK 0' '' 21 0 100 1
IUL\T t ON TAilLES
ZC':' 2201 2 2 20 10 '0 11 10 0 "" 10 0 SMt v ilOP
zcr 2202 2 a to . 4 10 1 . 5 4 0 "', 4 0 lUI V$ itl'
acr 2 2 0 4 = 0 0 . OJ . ,)1 . 0 5 . :13 . 1l . 0 • . 25 . ~ • • 18 . 21 . 51 . 4 ~ n, . ~ n' .J
'"
z'Cl 101'2 1 04 COt'IPUTED PLOw. l..OCAL t NFLOw 0 / $ or GRAND :.Ala:
ZC2 wa 04 19 9 1 ) , 10 2, 2 0 2 .200 2 ,2 0 00 20 1.5 . l 0 3 ~ O . 1
ZC3 11210 4 ,. 9 30 0 . 98 .84 .1 .0 3 . 9 l 0 0 0 ' . 4
ZC4 112 1 04 2 401 14 0 2 1404 19 0 0 99 0 0 90 0 0 n o o
ZC5 11: 1 0 4 . 1 . J 1 . 0 2 2 . 0 84 ICOO ' 400 2 '0 1
ZC' 101'2 1 04 93 0 0
ZCH' II"ll 04 'I SAND 10 0 4 15 0 0 100 4 GLDV 100
ZCH' 1f21 04 3 SAND 140 ) 1$ 0 0 120 3 OLDV 150
za 1121 0 4 10 0
ZCP W;n 04 85 .1 0 U . S 11 . ' 15 2 ) 1.2 UI H .' 104 55 .l U l n . 2
ZCP 101'2;10 4 4 51 n .4 511 n . 4 Sfl 100 99 " 10 0
ZH SAlftI ""'0 100 1
ZH 15 0 0 10 100 1
ZH GlDY 11 5 lOG 1
RELAT IO N TA.9Li:$
ZC'!' 24012 'J 2 0 1 0 '011 100 999 1130 SMI V ROP
ZC'!' 24 02 21190 . 4 7 0 1.540 U 9 4 G BII VSSI'P
ZC't 24 0 4 2 0 13 . 13) . 01 . 135 . 03. 1l . 01 .2 5 . 11 . 41 "9 . 3 99 9 .J
sss
ZC1 112 1 0 5 C'OMPI1t"ED FLOW. LOCAL. INFLOW TO DEER !AJCE
ZC2 101'21 0 5 "'13 1 ) . 15 2 .213 2 .21313 2 . 2 0 0 0 213 ) .5
ZCJ W2105 • • IlGO .n . 14 . 1.0 ) . 9 2 0 00 ' . 4
ZC4 W21 0 5 25012502 2 50 4 19 0 0 1100 '000 'loa
: CS !q1Cl5 .1 -I 1 . 0 22 . 0 84 esce 9400 2 90 1
ZC' 1121 0 5 9300
ZOI 101'21 0 5 4 SAND 100 4 1500 100 4 GLOV 100
ZOI In l 0 5 ) SAND 120 ) 1500 140 1 GlDY 14 0
ZeA 11210 5 100
ZCP 112 1 05 4.5 a 5 .2 12 10 .5 19 .' n .4 36 .8
ZCP 112 10 5 1 5 2 U 213 93 305 " 45 1 100 9999 100
ZH SAND 26 0 1 0 0 1
ZH150 0 10 10 0 1
%H GUN 11 5 100 1
UI.!l.TIOH 'DJlLES
C -4
ZCT 15 01 1 (I 10 10 60 11 100 ' " 10 0 SM1 'I ROP
ZCT 1501 1 0 '0 . 4 10 1 . 5 '0 It, 4 0 BIt vs an
t eT 15 0 ' 2 0 II . 1)) . 01 . 05.01. U . 0 ' . 25. 11 . 1' . 2 1 . 5 1 . 41 "9 . ] '99 . 11
us
z:c1 IQI0 6 C'OMPlJ'TEl:) rtDI . 1JXAL 1IfF1.Cll -c CORHDaROOJ:
to IQ I 06 u. 1. lo U 2 . 20 2 .2 0 0 2 .200 0 2 0 1.5 . 2 0 ] 2 0 . 1
:0 11110' • • Il o o . n . 1'. 1 . 01 . ' 1 00 0 6 . 4
%C4112 10 ' 2 5012502 25 0419001100 90009100
ZC5 lf21 0 6 . 1 - 1 1 . 3 2 2 . 1lU "Oll ' 40 0 1 90 l
: C6 lf2 10 ' 9100
ZOI "'1 1 0 ' 4 COR,.'f 100 4 GLOV 100
ZOI 112106 ] COM 14 0 1. GLOV l,4 0
ZCA 112106 lO CI
ZCP lf2 10' 2 ° ' 1 1l . 1 15 2 11 .' )0 5 4 5
tCP "'21(1' 4 5 7 ' 0 .5 5 46 1 00 " " :00
ZH CORN 1]0 1110 1
ZH G1.O'I U S 10 0 1
RELAT ION TAB LES
ZeT 2601 2 II ac Itl 60 11 1110 ,,, 10 0 Sf'll 'I ROP
ZeT 1602 2 0 90 .4 70 1.5 4 0 99 ' -i0 BIt VS SF;>
ZeT1604 .1 ° 0 .0 3 . 01 . 1l5 . 01 .1 1 . 0 ' . 2 5 . 11 . 5 1 . 43 '99.3 999 . 0
us
CL O> HSIaO K1IfIlS tJUCE ilESERVOIR
c.o, H5100 llCl 90Cl1t1' OClO
CIC11 1t51C1C1 1 06 000 Cl107020 Stl6 00
Cl02 H5100 10102 0 10 2 21 0 109 0 20 151 140
CI0) KSI00 ) 10 02 0 205450 llono 25 192 0
c oo H5100 llU40 40"" 0 99999"" '99999999"'99'''''9
c.o, G51 01 CRMm LX . VATEIlUV£LS
c.o, G51 0 1 1" 50 n ll o
co> C5 10 1 nllo 0 11110 140110
coo G51 01 uno 280 no 11 ':"0 U 19 1 0
CI 0 ) GSIOl 84 10 0 561 4 5 0 1 4400 705 4 50
c oo G5 101 84 71 0 84 79 1 0 15010 99 0 17 0
C" G5Ul uno 11)45'0 15 '20 1 1 79 140
c oo G5 101 '5920 14 24600 IU10 1570940
CI07 C5 101 16no 17114 60 "140 1161 25 0
ClO t G5101 1 7100 2026'4 0 1 '''50 2 28 U "
CIO ' C5 10 1
" ""
""99999"999999""99999"9'99"99
c.o , 05102 OEEJl LAlCE l!INTONS
c.o, 05 102 IUS UIS
CI OI 05102 4115
"
90 0 0 4'1 5 UO ll51 0
CIO l 05102 U I5
'"
5402 0 52 .5 no 11 2 '0
CI01 05102 5 515 ", 99 0 40 5 11 5
'"
121 910
CI04 0 5 10 2 6115 no l U050 6U5 m lU570
CI05 05102 6 715 ... 11 9 0 7 0 7 0 85
'"
201210
CI 06 05 10 2 7)15 no 214 0 . 0 7615 see 1 41 " 0
C1Cl7 051 0 2 1 015 1014 279110 81 85 11 11 28 45 00
CI0, D5102 '685 12 4 ' 12 4 12 Cl99 9 9 99 9 99 ,,9 9 9 9 99 9 999999 '999 9
CRCll 041 01 a RV.Ol ROOTING DIS OEER LAKE
CRCl2 041 01 , 0 0
CI 0 1 D4101 no m 5 750 u
CI 02D4101 9500 n 13250
"
cos
2 3 2 1
20 2 8250 18
17 99999999999999999999999999999
GRAND t.oUE I NFLOW
GRAND t.oUE OVTFLOW
DEER t.oUE I NFLOW
DISCHARGE AT rJ/S SnJDY AREA
SHEFFI ELD BROOK OBSERVED
LEWASEECHJE EOf BROOK OBSERVED
UPP ER KtJMBER OBSERVED
I NDIAN BROOK DIVE RS I ON OBSERVED
GRAND LAXE ELEVATIO NS OBS ERVED


























crc e 04 1 01


















P W11 0 )







P 101 11 04
P 101 21 0 5
P I D31 02
P D5l02
P D4101









INITIAL CONDITIONS I 19941
Z2 1 W11 00 , , 40,90 •
Z2SSWI I 0 0". 7 . 7
Z2B 11 1 0 0 .. 2 2 2
Z2 LZ 10111 0 0 ... 3 .4
I NI TIAL CONDITIONS I 19941
Z21 101 11 0 1 .. 40 , 90
Z2SS W1101 , , 7 6 6 S 5
Z2B W1101 , , 3 3
Z2Lz: WU 0 1 , ,2 2
INITIAL CONDITIONS I 1994)
Z21 WII 02 , . 50,90
C-6
%2SS "'11 0 :2•• L S L 5 1.5 L 2 1
Z2 B "'11 0 2 • • 1.5 0
%2t.Z "' 1 ~02 • • . J . J
OU T IAL CONDtTI OIfS U ,,41
%21 W11 0 ) • • 4 0 . ' 0
Z2SSW11 0 J, . S S 5
Z2 B jf11 OJ •• J )
Z2 t.Zjf11 0 J • • l 1
INITIAL CONDI TIO KS I UU I
Z2 1101110 4 • • 40 .90
Z2SSWll0 4 •• S 5 S
Z2 B 101 11 04 • • 2020
Z2LZ W11 04 • • 1 1
I NI TIAL COHDI'1'IONS I U ' 41
z:21\o12 1 0 0 • • 4O. ' 0
Z2SS w21 0 0 •• 5 5 5
Z2B \01210 0 • • ))
Z2LZ 11<110 0 • • 1 1
I NIT IAL COlfDIT I OIfS I U ' 4 l
t2 11f21 01 •• 4 0 . ' 0
Z2SS WH 0 1 • • 5 S5
Z2 B \01210 1 •• ) )
Z2 LZ w21 0 1 • • 1 1
I NI T IAL CONDITIONS IU"'1
Z21 wH 0 2 .. 40,'0
Z2 S$lf21 0 2 •• 11S
Z2S 1112 10 2 • • 2 2
Z2LZ w:21 0 2 • • 1 . 5
I NIT IAL COHIlITIOHS I U'4 1
Z2 1 111210 4 0 . 9 0
Z2SSW2 10 1 15
Z2B jf2 10 22
Z2LZIf210 1 .S
I NI T IAL cceorr rces I U ' '' '




Z2 B W210 S • • 22
Z2UW:2 10 5 •• 1 . 5
I NITIAL CONDITIONS I U 9.. ,
Z21 10121 0 6 .. .. 0 .'0
Z2S S 1012 105 • •11 5
Z28 W210 6 .. 2 2





GS 10 1 0 1 01 ' "
0 5 102 01 01 '"
C - 7
HI NDS BROOK aULt cutlVE
Z," H5100 010794 2 no . ~ ~
%6" RSIO O 010"4 2 JO, . "
Z' HS1 0 0 010'94 2 JO' .2 '
Z' <1.5100 311094 2 JO' .H
ZIO fl5100 OUlt4 2 nO .J'
Z' HS I OO 0112942 n O.n
z& flSlOO ll lOUS 2 nO .ll
z& flS lOO 010295 2 J OI . U
Z' HS I OO OlOUS 2 l 0 7 . iS
Z' HSI OO 01O U52 lOl .n
Z& H5 1 0 0 010595 2 lU . :5
z, HSI 0 0 010"S 2 nl .~'
z , HS i aO 010 795 2 )1 1. 2'
GRAND LAKE RULt cutlVE
z& GS IO I 01 07'4 2 17 .4 91
Z& GSI0 l 020 79 4 1 110' .5
Z, GS I 0 1 010 .,4 1 1" .5
Z, GS I OI 020994 1 110' . 5
%6" GSI0 1 OUO'4 1 110' . 5
Z& GS IO I 01U ' 4 1 1" . 5
Z, GSI01 011294 1 1" .5
%6" GSIO I 01 0 U S 1 1'0
U GSIOI 0 10 1 ' 51 1' 0
U GSIOI 0 10 U S 1 1'0
Z' G5101 0 10 4 95 1 1' 0
z& G5101 0 10 59 S 1 1"
Z& G51 01 a la ' " 1 1"
Z, G51 01 010 795 1 1"








"T 1 0 10"14
345 2 4
as 02 YJt0 0 1, IfUOO " , P.A 470,l ,2 ,5 ,',', ', '. 10 ,12,llii, U
ZS 0 1 Y1tOOS , lf l 10 ::l" , P. A3 ' l,I. ::I, 5, ' , 7 , '. '. 10 ,1::1,1 ', 1'
C-8
ZS 02YLll01 . lfll04 • • • P . A211 0. 1 . 2 . 5 . ' . ' . 1 . ' . 10 .12 . 1' .11
ZS 02YLll03 .KVl10) ••• P.A7100 . 1 .2. 5 . ' . ' . ' .' .10 .12 . U . U
ZS 0 21'X010.GS101 •• • P.,u020 .1.2 . S .' . '.' .'.lO. U . U . U
SAW STATIOII' KYll O) DOlIM S'n.EN'l 0 r STEADY a ROCU::
%SO tGl100 GRNI)Df
%SO OOll0 1 GRNtXXlT
ZSQ HV110 ) KOMBU.





SAMPLE SSARR DATA FILE: METEOROLOGIC DATA
%4 0698 010 194 ] 0.040 0.000 c.u ec 0.000 0.)90 0.340 0.000 0.000
Z4 0698 090194 ] 0.500 2.260 0.040 0.000 1.'40 0.000 0.000 0.040
Z40698 17019 4 J 0.000 0.000 (1.280 a.440 0.380 1.080 0.600 " . 8 0 0
Z. 0698 250794 J 0.120 0."20 0.360 O.ClOO O.UO 0.000 0.::.40
Z4 0698 01089" J 0.000 0.020 0.000 0.000 0.150 1 .100 1.740 0.820
%40698 090894 ] 0 .000 0 .000 o.aoo 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
%40U 8 1 7 08 94 ] 0.000 0 .000 0.000 0.000 0.220 0.000 0.000 0.000
%40698250894 ] 0.000 0.000 0.120 0.000 0.740 0.000 0.000
%40698010994 ] 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.560 0. 800 0.320
%4 0698 0 90994 3 0.000 1.200 6.000 0.300 0.500 0.040 0.000 0.000
%4069 8 1 7 0994 J 0.700 0.000 0.320 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
2:406982 50 9 9 4 J 0.100 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 2.800
24 0 6 98 0110 94 J 0.360 0.000 0.620 0.060 0.140 0.000 0.000 0.000
Z4 069 8 0 910 94 ] 0.000 0.740 0.600 0.000 0.000 0.100 0 .000 0.140
24069 8 1 710 94 ] 0.040 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 2 .700 0.040
24069 8251 0 94 3 0.020 0.000 0. 3:20 0.000 0.000 0.000 0 .000
2406 980 11 19 4 3 2 . 0 2 0 1. 36 0 0.0 00 0.000 1.340 0.0 80 1.520 0.000
24069 80 911 9 4 , 0.060 0.200 0.500 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.800
240698 1711 94 a 0.000 0.000 1.020 0.000 0.000 1.800 0.700 0.000
24 0698 2 511 94 J 0.100 0.200 0.000 2.500 0.200 0.800
"
0698 0112 94 ] 0.100 0.100 0. 800 G.OOO 2.000 2.800 1.700 1.000
"
0698 0912 94 ] 0.500 1.500 G.500 0.500 0.000 0.000 0-.000 0.000
24 0 69 8 1712 94 ] 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
24 06 98 2 51294 3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 2.000 1.000 0.000
Z4 0698 0 10 19 5 3 0.000 1.200 1.800 0.000 0.000 0.000 3.800 0.000
Z4 069 8 0901 95 3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0. 500 1.000 1.000 1.540 0.800
Z40698 170195 3 1.500 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
2 4 0698 2 50195 3 0.000 0 .000 0.500 0.500 0.000 0.800 0.000
24069 80102 953 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1. 200 1.600 0.000 0.000
2 4 0698 090295 3 0.000 0.000 0.500 0.800 0.000 0.000 0.500 1.700
2 4 0698 1702 9 5 3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 2.800 0.000 0.000 2.500
2 4 0698 250 29 5 3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.800
Z4 0698 01039 5 3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.200 0.000 0.600
Z4 0698 090 39 5 3 1.540 0.500 0.500 0.000 0.000 0.000 2.000 0.000
"
0698 1 70 39 5 3 0.000 0 .000 0.000 0.000 0.600 2.060 1.100 1.000
"
0698 2 50395 3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
24 0 69 8 0 10 4 95 3 0.500 1.200 0.000 0.200 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
24 0 69 8 09049 5 3 1.200 0.000 0.000 0 .000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0 . 440
24 06 98 17049 5 3 0.520 1.800 1.350 0.500 0.000 0.000 1.020 0.000
24 0 69 8 2 50 49 5 3 0.000 0.560 0. 500 G.GOO 0.000 0.000
Z4 0 69 8 0 10 5 9 5 3 0.000 0.000 0.000 o.aoo 0.000 0.000 0 .000 0.220
Z4 0 6 98 0 9 0 5 9 5 3 0.000 0.000 0.0 0 0 0.0 50 0.000 0.000 0 . 1 00 0 .000
24 06 98 17 0595 3 0'.000 0.200 0 .2 8 0 0. 0 00 0.000 0. 120 0. 44 0 0. 940
24 069 8 2 50 5 9 5 3 0.1 40 0.000 0.00 0 0. 000 0.100 1. 66 0 0.000
Z4 069 8 0106 95 3 0.0 00 0. 1 80 G. 2 80 0. 680 0.000 0.000 0.2 20
2 4 069 8 010 7 94 4 20.000 17.800 18 . 80 0 15 .5 0 0 12 . 8 0 0 13.500 11. 800 16 .000
2 4 069 8 0 907 94 4 16 . 00 013 . 0 0 0 18 .8 00 17 . 0 00 2 0 . 0 0 0 17.000 16. 800 15.000
"
069 8 1707 94 4 1 5.300 16.500 18. 800 14. 500 18.00020.00022.50011.000
Z4 069 8 2 507 94 4 12. 80019.30021.00021.00019. 80017. 80019 .300
"
069 8 010 8 94 4 23.30020.50015.00018. 50020.00018.30013.50019.800
"
069 8 0 90 8 94 4 17. 800 22.000 1 5.500 14.000 13 .800 18.000 21.300 14. 500
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24069617069 4 4 15. 60017.000 14.60015. 60017.000 '.9.300 15.300 13.500
Z4 069 6 2506 9 4 4 ~6. 000 ~ 7. 5eO 19.300 16.500 17.000 15 . 8 0 0 13.300
Z4 0698 01099 4 4 12.000 10 .300 9.50011.5001 2 .60013.00013.60015.300
Z4 069 8 090994 4 14 . 0 0 0 12. 30 0 13 . 0 0 0 13 . 3 0 0 10 . 5 0 0 10 . 50 0 11. 00 0 8 . 8 00
2 4 069 8 170994 4 8.500 13.300 9.800 9.300 11 .800 9.500 9.300 14. 800
2 4 069 8 250994 -I 15.30016 .50013.5006.3008.0009.500
Z4 0698 011094 -I 9.00011.5009 .3006.300 8 . 8 0010 . 8 0 0 9.50013.000
Z4 069 6 091094 4 15.30011.50011.5003.300 3.000 5.000 3.000 5.300
Z4 0698 171094 4 5.000 3. 000 7.300 5.000 5.800 7.000 7. 800 ~1. 500
Z4 069 8 251094 4 6 .0009.800 9.000 3.500 4.000 8.300 7.500
Z4 0 698 011194 4 6.50010.000 9.500 5.000 7.300 3.000 4.000 2.500
Z4 0698 09119 4 4 3.0004 .500 1.800 1.500 -0.300 1.800 2.500 0.000
Z4 069 8 1 7119 4 4 1.000 3.600 5.800 -2.800 -3.300 2.800 -2 .300 - 4 .500
2 4 069 8 251194 4 -2.800 -3.000 -6.000 -8.500 -3 .300 -0.800
Z4 0698 011294 4 -3.300 -6.300 -4.000 -9.800 -5.300 -5.600 -3.800 -2.800
Z4 069 8 0 912 94 4 - 4.300 -6.300 -5.000 -5.000 -8.500 - 8.500-11.300-11.800
24 069 8 171 2 94 4 -1 2.800 -6.800 -1.800 - 4.aoo -6.300 -2. :;00 2.500 -2.800
Z4 0 69 8 2 5 1294 4 -4 .500 -6.000 -7.300 -7.800-10.000 -3.000 -4.000
24 06 9 8 010 195 4 -6.250 -6.000-10.000 -6 .500-11.500- 10.750 -1.000 -5.750
Z4 06 9 8 09019 5 4 -5.000 -7.250-17.500-18.250-12. 250 -9.000 -1.250 -5.000
Z4 0 6 9 8 170195 4 -7.000 -6.250 -9.000 -2 .750 -7.000 -7.250 -4.500 -2.750
Z4 0 6 9 8 2 5019 5 4 -2.000 - 4.500 -7.000-13.000 -9 .500 -4.500-13.500
Z4 069 8 01029 5 4 -9 .750 -10.250-14.000-19.000-1 4.000 -2.750 -17.500-21. 250
Z4 069 8 090 295 4 -16 .750-13.500-12.750-14.500-14.750-15 .750 -9.500-10.250
24 0 6 981702954 -13 .500-12 .000-10.500-16.750 -7.500-11.000 -3.000 -0.500
24 06 98 2 5 02954 -7 .500-13 .500-13 .500-13 .500
Z4 0698 010395 4 -11.250 -9 .250-1 2 .000-12 .750 -7 . 250-15.750-11.750 -5.250
Z4 0 6 98 0903 95 4 3.500 -1.000-11. 250 -9 .2 50-12 .250 -7.500 -3.500 -1.750
Z4 0 6 9 8 170395 4 -0.750 2.250 -6.500 -7.250 0 .250 2 . 2 5 0 1. 750 -0.250
Z4 0 69 8 250395 4 1.500 0.250 -0.750 -5.250 -8 .500 -6.500 - 6. 2 50
24 06 98 01 04954 - 4.2500.500 1.5000.250 -3.000-1 2.500 -3.2 50 -4 . 500
24 06 98 09 049 5 4 -0 .250 1. 250 -3 . 500 -4 . 7 5 0 - 4.7505 .0004 .7504. 750
24 0 6 98 17 0495 4 4.0002.7503 .750 3.000 3.250 2.000 2.750 5.500
Z4 0 6 9 8 2 5 0495 4 4 . 5 0 0 2.000 1 .500 1.250 0 .250 2.250
Z4 069 8 010595 4 4 . 2 5 0 3. 2 5 0 3. 0 0 0 2. 00 0 5 . 2504. 7503.5003 .250
Z4 069 8 090 59 54 5.0005 .7505 .5006 .7506 .000 5.000 4 . 0 00 3.750
Z4 06 98 1 7 0 5954 4.0005.7504.0005 .5008.250 9.500 8.75012 .000
Z4 0 69 8 25059 5 4 5 .2507.000 6.250 4.500 7.750 7.750 10.250
240698010 69 54 12 .25014 .000 12.7509.2509.2507.0006.000
Z< 1 500 010 794 3 2.220 0.000 0.000 0 .000 0 .300 0.680 0.000 0 .000
Z< 1500 0907 94 3 0.340 5.140 0 .030 0.000 0.340 0.000 0 .000 0 .500
Z< 1500 170794 3 0.000 0.000 0.080 0.250 0.210 1.110 2.980 2.600
Z< 1500 2507 94 3 0.090 0.000 0.0 40 1.090 0.980 0 .000 1.400
Z< 1500 010 8 94 3 0.000 0.000 0.040 0.000 0. 340 2 .680 0.020 0.000
Z< 1500 09 0 8 9 4 3 0.390 0.020 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.040 0.000 0.000
Z< 1500 17 0894 3 0.000 0 .000 0.':100 0.000 0.720 0.000 0.000 0.000
Z< 1500 2 5 0894 3 0.000 0.000 0.270 0.000 0.640 0.150 0 .080
Z< 1500 0 10 9 9 4 3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0 .000 2.560 0.110 0.2 80
Z< 150 0 0 9 0 9 9 4 3 0 .000 0 . 700 2.900 1.170 0 .000 0.050 0.0 40 0 .000
Z< 15 00 17 099 4 3 0 . 6 20 0 .000 0.0 80 o.ooa 0 .000 0.000 0 .00 0 0 .000
Z< 1500 2 50 9 94 3 0.00 0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 3.3 80
Z< 15 0 0 011094 3 0.5 80 3.0 80 0.720 0.040 0. 100 0.12 0 0.000 0.000
Z< 15 00 0910 94 3 0 .000 1.060 0 .160 0.:00 0.000 0.140 1 ..210 0.000
Z< 150 0 1710 94 3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.100 1.560 0.020
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"
1500 2510'. ] 0.000 0.:160 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
"
1500 01119. ) 2.710 1.170 0.380 0.040 2.240 0.000 0.'60 0.410
"
1500 091194 ] 0.070 0.210 0.130 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.320 0.060
"
1500 17119. ] 0.000 0.000 0.980 0.000 0.000 0.710 0.200 0.000
"
1500 25119. ) a.IOO 0.250 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.500
"
1500 011294 ) 0.350 0.400 0.100 I.ODO 0.000 1.960 0.340 0.030
"
1500 091294 ) 0.560 0.5 10 0.:200 0 .000 0.100 0.000 0.150 0.000
"
1500 17129 4 a 0.000 0.000 0.200 0 .100 0.250 0.000 0.050 0.000
"
1500 25129 4 a 0.050 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.400 1.300 0.000
"
1500 010195 ) 0.000 1.100 0.700 1.100 0.380 0.2 20 1.600 0.020
"
1500 090US a 0.000 0.000 0.000 a.110 0.720 0.560 2.200 1.000
"
1500 nous ] 1.400 0.000 0 .800 0.]00 0.000 'J.900 0.600 0.410
"
1500 250195 ) 0.040 0.100 0.050 0.2010 0.020 0.050 0.000
"
1500 010295 ] 0.050 0.350 0.100 0.000 0.200 0.500 0.050 0.050
"
1500 090295 ] 0.250 0.050 0 .100 0.500 0.200 0.000 0.100 1.400
"
1500 170295 a (LOOO 0.000 0.200 0.000 0.700 0.000 0.000 1.300
"
1500 250295 a 0.000 0.100 0.000 0.000
"
1500 010395 ] 0.0 80 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.700 0.000 1.700
"
1500 090395 ] 0.900 1.300 0.000 0.100 0.000 0.000 1.100 0.400
"
1500 170395 ] 0.500 0.200 0.000 0.000 0.250 1.250 1 .150 0.350
Z< 1500 250395 ] 0.900 0.000 0.050 0. 100 0.000 0 .000 0.000
"
1500 010495 ] 0.000 0.560 0.040 0.000 0.840 0.000 0.000 0.000
"
1500 090495 ) 0.380 1.120 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.060
"
1500 170495 ) 0.000 2.190 0.000 0 .260 2.940 0.000 0.560 0.460
"
1500 250495 ) 0.000 0.380 0.180 0.020 0.000 0.000
"
1500 010595 ) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.030
Z< 1500 090595 a 0 .020 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Z< 1500 170595 ) 0 .140 0.000 0.540 0.000 0.000 0.380 0.400 1.370
"
1500 250595 ) 0.180 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.280 0.000
"
1500 010695 ) 0.000 0.000 0.810 0.000 0.030 0.000 0.550
Z4 1500 0107 94 4 1 9 . 50 0 14. 800 16.800 13.800 13.500 14.000 12.000 14 .000
Z4 1500 0907 94 4 14.500 14 . 800 19 .500 16 .000 18.800 17.300 16.500 1 5 . 8 0 0
Z4 1500 170794 4 13.800 Hi.800 19.300 14 . 3 0 0 19.800 16.500 19.800 11 . 8 0 0
Z4 1500 250794 4 14.500 20.300 22.300 20. 800 18.500 17.300 18.800
Z4 15 0 0 010 89 4 4 21.50019.30016.80018.80019.80015.50014.00018.300
Z4 1500 090894 .. 17.00019.50017.80013.50015.30017.30019.80015.000
Z4 1500 170894':' 17.800 15.300 15.000 16.JOO 14 .800 18.000 14 .800 13.300
Z4 1500 250894 4 14.300 16 .500 1'.500 18.800 16.800 11.000 12.800
Z4 1500 010994 4 13.500 11.500 9.000 10.300 12.500 12.800 14 .300 16.000
Z4 1500 090994 4 15.000 12.000 13.000 12.500 12.300 11 . 80 0 11.500 8.000
Z4 1500 170994.. 10.000 12.500 8.000 10.800 12.500 9. 800 8.000 14.300
Z4 1500 250994 4 13.30016.30012.5007.0009.3009.800
Z4 1500 0110 94 01 9.80010.8009.8008.0009.50010.5009.80013.000
Z4 1 5 0 0 091094 4 16 . 00 0 12 . 8 00 8.000 4. 3 0 0 2.300 2.300 4 . 3 0 0 7.500
Z4 1500 1710 94 4 6.500 4. 0 0 0 6.300 5 . 3 0 0 5.000 4. 0 0 0 7 .JOO 10.000
Z41500 251094 ':' 9.3008 . 800 B.800 5. 800 6.JOO 10.3008.500
Z4 1500 011194 4 7.300 8. 800 8.800 5.000 6.000 3.000 4.000 2.300
Z':' 1500 091194 " 3.500 4 . 3 0 0 4.000 4 . 0 0 0 1.800 2.800 4 . 5 0 0 3.000
Z4 1500 17119 4 " 3.500 6.500 6.300 -0.500 0.000 5.500 -0.800 -2.500
Z4 1500 251194 .. -0.300 -1.000 -7.000 -5.000 -1.300 0.800
Z4 1500 011294 4 - 1.80 0 -5.500 -3.500-10.000 - 4.JOO -4.500 -3.000 -1.300
Z41500 091294 "\ -).000 -2.000 -2.500 - 1. 8 0 0 -5.300 -7.000-11.800-10.500
Z4 1500 171294 4 -1 5.000-10.800 -6.800 - 4.000 - 4.300 0.800 ),500 ·3.000
Z4 1500 251294 4 -11.300 - 4.500 -5.000 -7.500 -9.000 -0.500 -2.300
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"
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"
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"
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"
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"
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" '''''
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"
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"
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" '''''
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"
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"
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"
'u.e : :' 1 01 4 , 0 .0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0 . • 2 0 0 . 000 O. J OO . : 00 ).0 0 " :.000
"
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"
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" '''''
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" '''''
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"
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" '''''
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" '''''
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" '''''
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" '''''
250 19 5 , 0, 432 0 . 161 0 . 10 8 0 .1 0 8 0. 16 2 . 0 54 0, 16 2
" ''''''
010295 , 0 . 0 00 0 . 0 54 0 .1<52 0 .000 0 .0 0 0 . 41 2 0. 21 6 0 .054
" '''''
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" '''''
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"
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"
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%4 OLOII 0 91 2 94 , 0 .000 0 . 2 1 7 0 . 00 0 0 .975 0 . 0 5 4 0 .271 0.00 0 0 .000
%4 OLOV 17129 4 , 0 .10 9 0 .0 00 0 .000 0 .000 0 .000 0 .000 0. 00 0 0 .0 0 0
%4 OLOV 2 5 12 94 , 0 .0 00 0 .0 00 0 .000 0 . 000 0 . 0 0 0 0 .000 1. 13 1
%4 OLOV 010 195 , 0 . 2 15 0 . 05 5 O.ln :L U I 0 . )79 0 . 32 5 5 .202 0 . 271
: 4 OLOY 0 90 19 5 , 0 .000 O.ln 3 . 05 4 1).162 0 . 000 0 . 10 ' 1. 5 17 0 .1'7
14 OLOV 17019 5 , 0 .37 9 3 .UO 0. 00 0 O . ~U 0 .00 0 0 .000 0 . 5 " 0 .434
Z4 OLaV 25 0195 3 0 .05 4 0 . ·1) 3 0 .271 0 . 00 0 O. ODO 0 .109 0 . 10 1
Z4 OLOY 0 10 2 9 5 , 0 . 163 0.00 0 0 .101 O.ln 0 .0 54 0 . 32 5 0 .101 0 . 000
.. OLOY 0 90 2 95 3 O. l n 0 .0 00 0 .101 O.ln 0 . 41 7 0 .109 0 .000 2 . 1. 7
Z4 GLOV 17 02 9 5 3 0 .1 0 9 0 .]7 1 0 . 05 4 (LO OO 0 . 16 2 0 . 32 5 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 055
.. OLaV 2 50295 3 2.059 0. 101 0 . 05 4 0 .0 5 4
Z4 OLOV 01039 5 3 0 . 27 1 D.054 0 . 10 9 0 . 000 0 .054 O.O OD o . no 0 .5"
%4 OLOV 0 9 0195 ) 0 . 5 " 0 . 92 2 0 . 27 0 0 . 163 0 . 101 0 .055 0 .271 0.704
%4 OLOV 1 70395 3 0 . 00 0 0 . 7 59 0 .1 61 0 .0 00 0 . 000 D. 434 0 .751 1.409
%4 OLOV 2 5 0 395 ) 0 . 05 4 O. S" 0 . 10 9 0 . 0 0 0 0. 21 6 0 . 000 0 .0 0 0
%4 OLOV 0 10495 3 0 .0 00 0. 0 00 0 . 32 6 0 .101 0 . 217 0 .2 16 O . a a a 0 . 0 5 5
Z4 OLOV 0 9a 49 5 3 o .aoo a .l67 a.054 0 . 0 00 0 .00 0 0 . 000 o .aao O.oao
%4 GLOV 17a4 9 5 , 0 .0 5 4 0 . 4 H 1 . 3aa 0 .10 1 1. "' 3 0 .3 1 0 0 .101 1 .355
%4 OLOV 2 5 0 495 , 0 .054 O. ln 0 .5 96 0 . 3 7 9 0 .000 0.a5 4
%4 OLOY 01a5 95 , 0 . 00 0 0 .054 0 .000 o .oao e.eee 0 .000
C - 14
%4 GLOV 090595 , 0. 055 0 .000 0 .162 0.054 0. 0 0 0 0.00 0 0 . 00 0 0. 0 0 0
Z4 GLOV 17 0 5 9 5 , 0 .000 o .05~ 0. 0 0 0 0 . 217 0 . 054 0.000 0 .380 0 . 0 5 4
Z4 GLOV 250595 , 1 . 02 9 :1.217 O. 05~ 0 .000 0. 00 0 0 . 21 7 0. 758
Z:4 GLOV 010 6 9 5 , 0.00 0 0 . 00 0 0 . 5 ~2 0 . 2 7 1 0.:1 5 4 0 .0 00 0 .109
Z4 GRAN 01079 4 , 0 .214 2 . 727 0 . 107 0 . 0 0 0 0 .0 00 0.160 O.O H 0 .000
Z4 GRAN 0 90 7 9 4 , 0 . 000 0 . 535 3 . 10 2 0.053 0 .0 5 4 0 .0 00 :1.000 0. 0 00
Z4 GRAN : 707 94 , 13. 0 00 O. J OO 0. 000 0 .0 0 13 0 .000 0 .000 1. d 18 2 .246
Z4 GRAN ::150 7 94 , 0 . 69 6 0.05 3 1.230 0 .0 00 1.76 5 0 . 107 0 .0 0 0
Z4 GRAN 01 0 8 94 , 0 . 00 0 0 . 0 0 0 :1.000 0 .:100 0 .000 1. 284 1 . 76 5 0 .053
24 GRAN 09 0 8 9 4 , 0 .000 0 .000 0 . 160 0.000 0 .000 0 . 00 0 0 . 00 0 0 .0013
24 GRAN 17 0894 , 0 .000 0 .0 00 0.000 :1.000 O.GGO 1 . 87 2 O.OGG 0 .000
Z4 GRAN 250894 , 0 .054 0 .106 0 .054 0 .:60 1. 2 3 0 0 .375 0 . 2 67
2 4 GRAN 01 G9 94 , O.:lO G O. GGO 0 .0 00 0 .000 0 .00 13 0 . 4 28 0 .:07 0 .3 21
24 GRAN 0 9 0 99 4 , 0 . 909 0. 214 5 .669 0 . 8 56 ::1. ; 4 1 0 .:0 7 0 . 0 5 4 0 . 00 0
2 4 GRAN 1.70 994 , 1.81 8 0.000 0 .10 7 0 .:;:68 0 .053 0 .054 1 .918 0 . 37 4
Z4 GRAN 25 0 9 94 , 13.000 0.000 0 . 0 0 0 0 .000 0 .000 0. 48 2
Z4 GRAN 0 110 94 , 0 . 321 0. 32 0 0 . 2 14 0 .0 5 4 0.053 0 ."' 2 0 .214 O. a-O
24 GRAN 0 9 10 94 , 0 .G 5 4 0 .6 4 2 1. 2 3 0 0 . 0 0 0 0.000 0 .000 1 .9 79 0 .0 53
Z4 GRAN 17 1094 , 0. lG 7 0. 2 9 5 0 .000 0 .054 0 .0 00 0.00 0 0. 482 0 .0 53
Z4 GRAN 251 09 4 , 0 .000 13.000 0 . 0 0 0 0 .1 61 0 .000 0 .321 0 .000
Z4 GRAN 011194 , 0 .214 1. 11, 6 0.0 53 0 . 1 0 7 2. 7 8 3 G.8 03 1.552 1. 33 8
Z4 GRAN 091194 , 0 . 5 3 5 0 .160 0 .910 0.000 0 .1 07 0 . 000 0 .16"1 0 .374
Z4 GRAN 171194 , 0 . 2 68 0 .0130 2 . 4 0 8 0 . U 2 O.O OG 1. ::18 5 0 . 4 28 0 . 10 7
Z4 GRAN 251194 , 1 .284 0. 3 75 0 . 4 28 0 .160 1 .Ul 0.0 54
24 GRAN 011294 , 0 . 21 4 0.481 0 . 321 0 . 2 68 0.375 13.3 74 0 .107 0 . 53 5
24 GRAN 091 2 94 , 0 . 0 5 4 0.482 0 .321 1. 231 0 .0 00 0 .107 0 .000 0.000
Z4 GRAN 17129 4 a 0.42 8 0 . H 5 0.160 0 .000 0 .000 0. 214 0 .0 00 0 .000
24 GRAN 251 29 4 , 0 .00 0 0 .000 0. 000 0 . 0 5 4 0 .3 7 5 0 . 214 0 .3 H
%4 GRAN 131 0195 , 0. 107 13. 00 0 0.000 1 .7ll 0 . 963 0 .000 5 .138 0.588
Zot GRAN 09 019 5 , 0.000 0. l15 0.000 0 .05 3 0 .000 0 .000 1.338 2 .194
Z4 GRAN 17 0195 , 0 .48 2 1 .177 0 . 2 68 1.177 0 .107 0 .054 0 .374 0 .214
Zol GRAN 2 5 0 195 , 0 .05 4 0 .161 0 .1 60 0 .054 O. OGO 0.000 0 . 00 0
Z4 GRAN 010 2 9 5 , 0.16 0 0 .4 2 8 0 . 53 5 0 . 643 0 . 10 7 0 .0 0 0 0.000 0. 000
24 GRAN 0 9 029 5 , 0 .000 0.053 0 . 749 0 .8 57 1.391 0 .3 7 5 0.000 1 .016
Z4 GRAN 170 2 9 5 , 0.750 0.3 21 0 .107 0 . 374 0 . 107 0 . 00 0 0 .1300 0.375
Zot GRAN 2 50 295 , 0.00 0 0 . 48 2 0 . 481 0 .0 00
2 4 GRAN 01 0 395 a 0.0 130 0 . 4111 0 .268 0 .0 5 3 0 .0 54 0 .0 53 0. 429 0.214
Z4 GRAN 0 90395 , 0 .267 0 .803 0. 267 1.071 0 .000 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 5 3 5 0 .160
24 GRAN 170 395 , 0 .000 0 .0 00 0 . 750 0 .000 0 .000 0. 0 0 0 0 .000 1 .177
Z4 GRAN 2 5 0395 , 0 .0 5 4 0 .214 0.160 0 .214 0 .000 0 .321 0 . 00 0
24 GRAN 010495 a 0 .000 0 .000 0.00 0 G.OOO 0.000 G.5 35 0 .0 5 4 G.GOO
Z4 GRAN 0 90 495 , O. OGO 0 .000 O.lU 0 . 21 4 G. OOO 0 .0 00 0 .000 0.000
Z4 GRJl.N 1704 95 , 0 .0 53 0 . 910 0.535 0 .1 0 7 1.3 91 0.107 0 .1300 0 . 2 68
24 GRAN 250495 , 0 . 0 54 0 .16 0 0 . 74 9 0. 5 3 5 0.000 0 .000
24 GRAN 010 59 5 , 0.000 0 . 000 0 .0 00 0. 48 2 0.054 0 .0 53 0. 0 54 0 .000
24 GRAN 0 9 0 5 95 , 0 .053 0 .0 54 0. 05 3 0. 0 00 0.000 0. 0 0 0 0 . 00 0 0 .0 0 0
Zol GRAN 1 7 0 5 9 5 , 0 .0 00 0 .000 0 .0 00 0.000 0. 00 0 0.000 0 .0 00 0 . 69 6
Z4 GRAN 250595 , 0 . 6 ol2 0 . 321 0 . 000 0.00 0 0 .0 00 0 . 3 21 0.482
Z4 GRAN 01 0 69 5 , 0 .000 0 .26 7 0. 3 72 13.428 0 . 0 00 0 .0 00 0.05 3 l2.416
"
'NO' 01 0 7 94 , 0 . 0 60 0. 000 0 .000 0.000 0 . 000 0 .179 0 . 2 98 0.000
"
'NO' 0 90 79 4 , 0 .2 3 9 2 . 265 1. 61 1 0. 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 .000 0.000 0 .000
"
'NO' 17 0 7 94 , 0. 0 0 0 0.059 0. 0' 0 0.0'0 0.000 1. 2 5 ::1 l .5 51 1 .253
"
IND I 25 0794 , 0 .000 0 . 00 0 0. 2 3 9 0 .0 00 2.2" 0 .1 79 0. 00 0
C-15
"
DItI I Q1Q'''' , a . ~ O Q 0 . 00 0 0 . 0 00 0 . 00 0 0 .000 l. 2S J 1 .710 0 .00 0
.. DlDI 0'0 11 " , a .o oo 0 .000 O. OOG O .CJOO 0 .0 00 0 .00 0 0 .000 0 .000
" '''''
1 7 0 ' ''' , 0 .000 0 . 000 0 .000 13.:100 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 00 a . ooc 0 .000
.. DID! 250 1 ,.. , 0.:100 0 .000 0 .300 CI.OOO O. IHIO 0 .000 12.000
"
IWI OI O'''' , 0 .000 0 .1200 o. aoa 0 .0 00 0 . 00 0 e .uc c 0 . 00 0 0 . 00 0
" ''''''
0 9 0 " " , 0 .00 0 ' . JOO 2.a o" 0 .5 96 0 . 59 7 0 . 2 9 1 3 .0'0 0 .05 9
"
rsm 1 7 0 " " , 0 .1 " 0 .1" ) ."00 0 .000 3 .000 0 .0 00 11.120 0 0 . 1100
.. INtlt2S0 ' ,.. , :).:100 'LOO O 0 .000 :1.000 0 . 000 Il. OIJO
"
nrol ollo' 4 , 0 . 6 5 5 1 . U 2 1. 49 1 0 .1'19 0 .000 0 . 5 37 1). 1" 0 . 11'
.. t Ntl t OtlO 94 , O.JO G O. J OO 0 . 59' :1.1 17 0 .000 0 .00 0 0 .5 96 0 .0 00
..
''''''
111o, ,, , 0 .001) ' .0 0 0 0 . :l00 0 .00 0 0 . 000 0 .000 0 .0 00 1. 274
"
I NCI 2510'" , 0 .213 0 .000 0.00 0 0 .107 0 . 0 51 0 .160 0 .000
"
tNIJIO l117" , 0 .00 0 1 .704 O.S " 0 .000 1 . 16 4 0 .160 0.'" (1,00 0
.. INtI! 0 911 94 , 0 . 000 0 .2" 1 . 2 7 8 0. 7 4 ' 0 .000 0. 0 0 0 0 . '" O. U O
" ''''''
17lU4 , 0 .05 3 0 . 000 0 04. 0 0.:0' 0 .000 o. as, 0 . : 14 0 .053
,. I ml I2S1U4 , 0.05 3 O. lU 0 .053 O.ClClO ~ .172 0 .000
"
IHOI Oll2,4 , 0. ' " " . 1'0 " .000 a .37) 0 . 3 U 2 . 0H 0. ] 7) ~ . us
,. I HOI OU"4 , a.10 ' 0 .2 : 3 0 . 3 20 0 .51' 0 .000 0 .000 0 .000 0 ."00
"
""» 11UU , 0 .000 3 . 00 0 0.000 , . ~ 'O 0 . 15 '
(1.000 0 .000 0 .000
"
nctII 2S 12U , 0 . 000 3 .000 0 . 0 00 !J. OOO 0 .00 0 L , n a . 47 ,
"
IXDI 0l0U5 , 0.a5 3 0 . 000 0 . 15 2 0 . : 07 0 . 2" 0 .0 0 0 2 . ':'':'0 0 .05 3
"
INDI O, On 5 , 0 .1'0 0 . : 0' 0 . 054 0. 0 5 3 o.n) 0 .000 1.1':'2 0 . ' 5 1
"
un" 1 70195 , 0 . 2l) L on 0 .054 0. 0 00 '0 . 000 0 .000 0 .000 2 .077
"
on" nons , 2 .ll0 0 . 00 0 1 . :07 J.4" 0 .)20 0 .000 0 .10'
" '''''
' lOU5 , 0 .000 o.n ] O.Hl 0 . : 0 7 0 . 1 2 0 0 .372 0.101 o.on
"
I HOIO'O:U'!i , 0.101 0 .00 0 0 .10' 0 .320 0 .0 5 3 O .O S ] CI. OOO 0 . 425
" 'NO' 170295
, 0. 0 5 4 0 . 10' 0 .053 0 . 0 0 0 0 .211 0 . 1 " 0 .000 0 .00 0
"
IHO I250 2t5 , l.l U C. OOO 0 .000 (1.:0 '
"
IHOI CIl0n5 , 0 .0 54 0 . 2" 0 .0 0 0 0.000 0 .053 0.05 3 O. 'U 0 . 101
"
t HOI 0 ' 0 ]95 , 0. 1 46 l.5H 0 . 41 0 1l.532 0 .421 0 . 10' 0. 3' 3 0 .1"
"
'NO' 17 0 3'S , 0.31 ' 0 ."3 0 .0 53 0 .000 0 .000 0. 3 2 0 1 .4 11 1 .1 11
"
I NtlI 250n5 , 0 . 10 7 1 .544 0 .H3 0 .000 0 .10 1 0 .2 " 0 .000
"
!HO! 010495 , 0 .000 0 . 0 53 Il .U3 0 .266 0 . 2 " 0 .214 0.000 0 .053
"
IHO! 0'0 4 ' !!; , 0 .213 O.t!I. 0 .000 0 .00 0 0 .0 00 0 .00 0 0 .000 0 .000
"
IKD I 17 0 49 5 3 0 .000 : .0" O. il ' 0 .000 1 . 0 ' S 0 . 05 3 0. 5 n 0 .3'3
"
I NtlI 2 5 0 495 3 0 .0 53 " .199 O.ts , 0 .'5' 0 .000 0.000
"
I NDI 0 1 0 '!its 3 0.000 0 .000 0 ."00 0 . 1l00 0 . ' 0 0 0 .000 0 .000 0 .:'0
"
I NDI O' OS ' S ] 0 . 1 0 1 0 . 00 0 " .000 0 .213 0 . 000 0 .000 0 .000 0 .000
"
! NDI 1 1 0 S t'!i ] 0 .000 0 . 000 0 .0100 0 .000 0 . 0 0 0 0.000 0 .000 0 . 000
" '''''
2S0 5''!i] 0. 2 ll 0 . 000 0 .213 0 .000 0 .053 0 .1'0 O.O Sl
" ''''''
Olon s 1 0. 10 1 0 .000 0 .5" 0 .300 0 . 0 0 0 o . a o o 0 . 1100
"
SAND 01 0194 , 0 . 2 1 2 0 . 32 ' 0 .110 0 .05 4 0 .10' 0 . 41 4 0 . :51 0 .10 '
Z4 SAND 0 '01 94 , 0.000 ] .U, 2 .1'70 0 .3 2 ' 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 10 ' 0 .:51 J .H~
Z4 SAND 1101 94 , 0 . 2 17 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 110 0. 0 0 0 0 .000 0 .054 o.n, r . ~9S
24 SAND 2 501 ' 4 , 0. 0 00 0 .000 0 . '11 0 .000 1.2 49 0 .27 2 0 .G5 4
24 SAND 0 1 0. 94 , 0.000 0 .000 0 . 0 0 0 0.00 0 0 .00 0 1. 081 0 . 7' 0 0 .054
Z4 SAND 0 ' 0 1 ' 4 , 0 . 151 0 .2 18 G. 054 0.05 4 0 . 0 0 0 0.00 0 0 .0 00 0 . 000
Z4 SAND 110194 , 0.000 0 . 000 0 .000 0 .000 0 . 0 0 0 0 .10 ' 0 . 00 0 <1.0 00
%4 SAm) 25 01'4 , 0 .000 0 .000 0 .0 00 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 000 0 .163 0 .000
Z4 SAm) 0 10'94 , 0. 000 0 .000 0 .000 0 .0 00 0 .000 l.OU 0 .054 0 . 000
Z4 SAND 0'0994 , 0.055 0 .'10 l .157 0. 411 0 . 15 3 0 .055 0 .0 00 ~ .OO O
Z4 SAND 11 0'94 , 0. 163 0 . 101 0 .055 0 .000 0 . 0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0 .000 '0 . 00 0
Z4 SMm 1;50" 4 , 0. 0 00 0 . 000 0 .0 00 0 . 00 0 0 . 00 0 2 . 0'4
Z4 SAND 0 11 0 ' " , 0 .760 0 . 591 1. 51 4 0 . H 7 0 .055 0 . 5 43
C· 16
"
SAND 0 9 10 94 , a .ClOO 0 . 10 8 0 .815 0.00 0 0 .0 54 0 . 0 00 0 .70' 0 .218
"
SAND 1 71 0'4 , 0 . 000 0 .000 0 .000 0. 0 0 0 0 .000 0 .000 0 .000 o .oco
"
SAND 2 5 10 ' " , 0 . 000 0 .000 0 .055 0 .05 4 0 .05 4 0 .000 0 .000
"
SAND 0111'" , O.llS 1 .7]1 0 . 6 52 0.153 1 , ' S6 0 .153 0 .U9 0 . 32 6
"
SAND 09 U,4 , 0 .054 0 . 16 3 1. 79) 0 . 1' 3 0 . 00 0 O.ln 0.109 CLIU
"
SAND L71 19 4 , a.In 0 .0 55 0 .326 0 .271 0. 00 0 0 .161 0.054 0 . 2 17
"
SAND 25119" , o.ooa a .tU 0.435 1),0 00 0 . 70 6 0 .0 00
"
SANIlOlt2'H , 0 .163 0 .0 0 0 0 . 10 9 0 . 163 (I. U 9 I. au 0.652 1. 6 14
"
SAND 0 91 2 '14 , 0.109 0 .1 0 9 0.271 1 .576 0.00 0 0 .108 0.000 0 .0 55
"
SAND 1712 9 4 , 0.00 0 0.000 1). 0 0 0 0 .000 0 .00 0 0 .000 0 .00 0 0 . 000
"
SAHIl 25l294 , 0 .0 0 0 a. aoo 0 .000 0 . 0 5 4 0 . 000 :l .815 0. 6 5 2
"
SANIl OI 0195 , 0. 4]5 0 .000 O. U 8 0. 9 7 8 0.5 ". 0 . 0 54 1. 95 6 G.OS4
"
SAND a9 01 95 , 3 . 217 0 .21 8 0 .l63 0 .0 00 0 .163 0 .1 011 1.141 1.01 2
"
SAND 17 019 5 , 0. 3:26 4 . 781 0 .000 0 . 000 0 . 000 0 .000 O .~OO :1. 70 6
"
SAND 2 5019 5 a 0 .1 0 Sl 0. 16 l 0.l26 0. 000 0 .000 c .ue o O.16 l
"
SAND ':Il02S15 , 0 .419 0 .05'4 0 .l8 0 0 .2 18 J.OOO 0 . 000 0 . 489 :).JOO
"
SAND 0 90295 , 0. 000 0 . 00 0 0 .000 0 .000 0 .05 4 0 .054 0 .055 1 .03 2
"
SAND L7 0 2 9 S , 0.163 0 .1 08 0. 2 7 2 c.uec 0 . 00 13 0 . '43 5 :1.0 00 :1. 10 8
"
SAND 2 50295 , 1 .an 0 . 05 4 0 . U 9 0.00 0
"
SAND 0 10 39 5 , 0 . 000 e . nco 0 .21 7 0 . L09 0.000 :1. 000 0 . 6 5 2 a .JOO
"
SAND 09 0n5 , 0 . H 8 0 .814 13. 978 0 .97 8 0 . J 5 5 J .OOO 0 . 27 2 :I . ~ H
"
SAND 17 0 39 5 , 0 .163 0 .H5 0 .1 63 0 . 05 '4 0 .000 0. 3 26 0 .U 9 2.) 9 1
"
SAND 2 5 0395 , 0 .869 0 .598 0. 05 4 0 . 163 0 .0 54 J .JOO 0.':100
"
SAND 0104 95 , 0 .0 55 0 .0 00 0.108 J .I09 0 . l 80 0 .21':' 0 .0 5 5 'J .JOO
"
SAND 0 90 4 95 , 0.054 0 . 761 0 . 054 oJ. OOO 0 . 0 00 0 .0 00 0. 0 0 0 :1. 0 0 0
"
SAND 1704'S , 0.000 1 . 0 86 0. 7 0 7 0 .163 1. 5 21 0.10 ' 0. l80 1 .0 3 2
"
SAND 2 5 04 95 , 0 .163 0. 380 0 . 869 a . 435 0.000 0. :100
"
SAND 0 1 0 5 95 , 0 . 0 0 0 0.000 0.000 0 .0 00 0 .000 O.J OO 0 . 0 0 0 0 .000
"
SAND 0'0 5 '5 , 0 . 0 00 0 . 00 0 0 .000 0 . 0 0 0 0 .000 0 . 0 54 0 .0 00 :I . JO O
"
SAND 1705'S , 0.000 a.l0 9 0 .05'4 0.05 5 0 .2 17 0 . 054 0 .l2 6 0 . 544
"
SAND 2 50 59 5 , 0 . 8 69 0 .3 26 0.05 4 0.000 0 .05 4 0 .000 0 .0 00
"
SAND 010695 , 0 . 0 5 4 0 .00 0 0 . 16 3 0 . 109 0 . 05 4 0 . 00 0 0.109
"
BURG 01 0 794 , 0 .000 a . ~54 0. 0 0 0 0 . 00 0 0 .000 0 .70 1 0 .0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0
"
BURG 0 9 0 7 94 , 0 . 00 0 0 . 0 0 0 l .395 0 .216 0 .000 0 .00 0 0 .05 4 ». eoc
"
BURG 1 70794 , 0 .0 00 0 .0 00 0 .000 0 . 161 ». uoo 0 .16 2 0. 59 3 i . 50 8
"
BURG 2 5 0794 , 0 . 3 7 8 1.293 O.C OO C.215 o.vm 0 .054 0 .000
"
BURG 01 0894 , 0.05 4 0.161 0 . 0 5 4 0 .216 0. 161 1.2 40 2 . 8 02 J .:1S
"
BURG 0 9 0 8 94 , e.ooc J.I0 8 0 . 05 " J . 0 5 4 0 .::100 0 .000 0 .000 'J .I 0 8
"
BURG 17 0 8 9 4 , 0 .00 0 O.JO O 0 .0 0 0 0. 0 5 4 0. 0 0 0 0 .1 08 0 . 0 5 4 J .054
"
BURG 250894 , 0 . 000 O , COO 0 .000 0 . 2 15 0.316 0 .000 0.10 8
"
BURG 01 0194 , 0 .269 O. COO 0 .593 0. 0 00 1. 23 9 0.64 7 0 .0 54 0 .10 8
"
BURG 0 9 0 U 4 , 1. 724 0. 0 5" 0 . )77 C.O OO C.O CO 0 . 000 1. ll2 0 . 215
"
BURG 1 7 0194 , 0 . 16 2 5. 0 11 0 . 216 0 .0 53 0 .00 0 0 .0 5 4 0 .75 5 0 .00 0
"
BURG 25 0 1 94 , 0 . 161 0.161 0.05 4 0 . 000 1.U2 0 .16 2 0 .0 54
"
BURG 01 0 2 9 4 , 0 .215 O. COO 1 . 778 0 . 0 54 0 . 2 16 0 . 4 31 0. 0 5 4 0 .215
"
BURG 0 ' 0 2 9 4 , 0.00 0 0 .000 O .o co C.OOO C.270 3.395 0.]77 J.OOO
"
BURG 1 7 0 29 4 , 0. 0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0 .0 00 0. 269 0.9 16 0 .2 16 0 .108 0 .000
"
BURG 2 5 0 2 9 4 , 0. 43 1 0 . 161 0.000 0 .2 16
"
BURG 010394 , 0 . 0 00 0. 4 31 0 . 2 69 2 . 64 1 0 .5 9 2 1. 832 0 . 1 0 8 0 .000
"
BURG 090394 , 0.054 0 . 5 39 2 .425 0 . 5 ' 2 0 .432 1.023 0 . 000 0.00 0
"
BURG 1 7 0 3 9 4 , 0. 86 2 1. 0 78 0 .323 0 .000 0.000 0 .0 00 0 .00 0 0 . 0 00
"
BURG 250394 , 0. 37 8 0 .862 0 . 32 3 0 .862 0. 21 6 0. 3 17 0. 16 2
"
BURG 010.,4 , 0 . 0 0 0 0 .000 0 . 000 1. 07 7 0 .3 2 4 0 . 00 0 3.23 3 0. 9 16
"
BURG 0 9 0 4 9 4 , 0.000 0 .592 0.863 0.26' 0.000 0 . 4 8 5 0 . 05 4 0 .05 4
C -I?
Z4 BURG 1704 94 , 0 .000 0.10 8 0 .000 0.10 8 0 .3 2) 0 .054
Z4 BURG 2 50 49 4 , 0 .000 0 .000 0 .3 24 0 .916 0 .0 5 4 0 .000
Z4 BURG 010 59 4 , 0 .000 1.0 23 0 .3 2 4 0 .000 0 .10 8 1.H3 1.13 2 0 . 431
Z4 BURG 090594 a 2 . 963 0 .108 0.323 0.108 0 .108 0 .269 0. 495 0 .000
Z4 BURG 170594 a 0 .000 0 .3 24 0.000 0.000 0.000 0 .000 0 .377 0 .05 4
Z4 BURG 250594 a 0 .161 0 . U5 0.162 0.377 0.000 ::1 .054 0.485
Z4 BURG 0 10 69 4 , 0 .054 1.ll2 0.21 5 1.078 0 .161 0. 0 5 4 1.024 0 .162
Z4 BURG 090694 , 0 .2 15 1.401 0.16 2 0.10 8 0 .000 0 .539 0 .000 0 .2 69
Z4 BURG 170694 ) 0 .000 0 .000 0.000 0.10 8 0 .000 0 .75 4 0.593 0 .9 16
Z4 BURG 2506 94 ) 0 .269 0 . 108 0.000 0.000 0.108 0 . 269
Z4 BURG 010794 a 0.000 0 .054 0.000 0.000 0.000 0 .701 0.000 0 .000
Z4 BURG 090 79 4 a 0.000 0.000 1.l9S 0.216 0 .000 0 .000 0.0 54 0.000
Z4 BURG 170794 a 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.161 0 .000 0 .16 2 0.5 93 1.508
Z4 BURG 250794 ) 0.378 1.293 0.000 0.215 0.701 0.0 54 0.000
Z4 BURG 0 10 89 4 ) 0.0 54 0.161 0 .0 54 0. 2 16 0.161 1. 24 0 2 .8 02 0. 2 15
Z4 BeRG 090 8 94 ) 0.000 0. 108 0.0 54 0.054 0.000 0.000 0.000 0 .108
Z4 BURG 17 0 894 ) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.054 0 .000 0 . 108 0.0 5 4 0 .0 54
Z4 BURG 25 0 89 4 a 0.000 0 .000 0.000 0. 215 0.916 0 .000 0. 10 8
Z4 BURG 01 0 9 94 a 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.593 0 . 2 6 9 0.000
Z4 BURG 090994 ) 0 . 48 5 0. 16 2 4 .6 8 8 0. 4 8 5 2 . 5 32 0.1 0 8 0 . 05 4 0. 00 0
Z4 BURG 1 7 0 99 4 ) 1. 02 4 0.000 0. 161 0.1 62 0.00 0 0.0 5 4 0 .0 00 0 .000
Z4 BURG 2 50 9 94 ) 0.0 5 4 0.000 0.000 0.0 00 0.10 8 1. 5 62
Z4 BURG 0 110 94 ) 0.647 0.2 15 0.10 8 0. 16 2 0.000 0.2 15 0. 21 6 0.000
Z4 BURG 0 910 94 3 0.000 0.10 8 1. 2 93 0.10 8 0.0 5 4 0.000 0. 700 0.000
Z4 BURG 17 10 94 ) 0.10 8 0.000 0 .000 0.000 11.003 0.0 54 0 . 4 32 0.972
Z4 BURG 251094 ) 0 . 5 40 0.539 0.000 0. 810 0.000 0.000 0.000
Z4 BURG 01 11 94 ) 0 .2 16 2. 4 83 0. 4 32 0. 10 8 2.915 0.000 3.6 71 0.971
Z4 BURG 0 9 11 94 ) 0.270 0.000 0.91 8 0 .3 78 0.000 0.000 0. 216 0.3 24
Z4 BURG 1 711 94 ) 0.10 8 0 .000 0 . 2 70 0.5 39 0.000 1.728 0. 864 0 .0 54
Z4 BURG 2 5 11 94 a 0.0 54 0 . 377 0.000 0.000 1.566 0. 270
Z4 BURG 0 11 2 9 4 3 0.1 62 0.270 0. 2 16 0. 21 5 0.594 2.969 0.1 6 2 1.350
Z4 BURG 09 1 294 3 0.162 0.21£ 0.324 0. 80 9 0 .000 0.594 0.000 0.2 16
Z4 BURG 171 29 4 3 0 .054 0 .000 0 .000 0.000 0 .000 0.000 0.000 0.0 54
Z4 BURG 2 51 29 4 3 0 .10 8 0.000 0 .000 0 . 16 2 0 .540 0. 701 0.270
Z4 BURG 01019 5 3 0 .000 0 .0 5 4 0.702 0. 32 4 0 .378 0.0 54 1.994 0.216
Z4 BURG 090 19 5 3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.810 0.000 1.134 0.8 64
Z4 BURG 17019 5 3 0 .809 5.61 4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0 .000 0.1 6 2 4. 15 7
Z4 BURG 2 50 19 5 3 0.0 5 4 0.270 0.378 0. 10 8 0.000 0 .000 0.16 2
Z4 BURG 010 2 95 3 0.05 4 0.000 0.75 5 0.0 54 1.134 0.270 0. 8 10 0.000
Z4 BURG 0 90 2 9 5 3 0.000 0.000 0. 26 9 0 .0 54 0.216 0.10 8 0.000 1. 78 2
Z4 BURG 170 2 9 5 3 0. 2 16 0.324 0.1 6 1 0. 540 0.216 2.591 0.2 16 0.000
Z4 BURG 2 50 2 9 5 3 0. 86 4 0. 10 8 0.0 00 0.05 4
Z4 BURG 0 10 39 5 ) 0. 4 86 0.5 94 0. 3 77 0 .108 0.000 0.000 0.5 9 4 0.3 2 4
Z4 BURG 0 90 39 5 3 0.16 2 0.64 8 0 . 0 00 0. 2 70 0 .10 8 0.000 0.0 00 0.000
Z4 BURG 17 0 39 5 3 0.0 0 0 0 .000 0. 48 6 0.0 00 0 .0 0 0 0.7 01 0. 7 0 2 1.296
Z4 BURG 250395 3 0.2 70 0 . 48 5 0. 05 4 0 .162 0.00 0 0. 0 0 0 0 .00 0
Z4 BURG 01 0 4 9 5 3 0. 000 1.998 0 .5 93 0 .270 0 . 594 0. 10 8 0.000 0.000
Z4 BURG 0 9 0 4 95 3 0.00 0 0 . 70 2 0. 10 B 0 .108 0. 00 0 0.000 0.0 0 0 0.0 00
Z4 BURG 1 70 4 95 3 0.0 0 0 0. 7 0 2 0. 539 0 .0 00 0. 6 49 0.1 6 2 0 .0 54 0.1 0 8
Z4 BURG 250495 3 0.0 54 0.0 54 0. 4 32 0. 10 8 0.000 0.000
Z4 BURG 0 10 5 9 5 ) 0.000 0 .000 0.0 00 0.0 00 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0 00
Z4 BURG 0 90 5 9 5 ) 0.000 0 .0 00 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.05 4 0.000
Z4 BURG 170595 3 0.000 0.000 0 .0 00 0. 16 2 0.000 0.0 5 4 0. 3 2 4 0.054
Z4 BURG 25 059 5 3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0 .000 0.000 0.000
Z4 BURG 0 10 6 9 5 , 0. 270 0. 7 5 6 0.000 0. 37 8 0. 162 0.16 2 0 .0 54
C-18
%4 CORN 01 07 94 l 0. 2 15 0.215 0 .107 0 .054 0.000 1.451 0.000 0 .000
%4 CORN 0 90 7 94 l 0.000 1 .182 1.881 0 .::154 0 . 000 0 .054 0.054 1. 2 9 0
%4 COR... 170794 l 0. 1 0 7 O. J OO 0 .000 0 .323 0 .000 1 .720 2 .204 5 .:"6 0
%4 COR.... 250794 l 0 .000 0 .161 0 .906 0. 0 0 0 1 .021 0 .0 54 0.0 0 0
Z4 CORN 0101!'4 l 0.054 0. 43 0 0 .000 0 .753 0 .053 2 .527 1. 451 0. 0 5 4
Z4 CORN 0908 H l O.GOO 0 .322 O.GOO 0 .054 O.OGG 0 .000 G.GOG G.IG7
%4 CORN 1708 H l 0.054 O.GOO O.GGO G.GOG O.OOG 1 .9 89 O.GOG O.GOO
%4 CORN 2501!'4 l 0.000 0 .215 0.161 0 .G54 0 .6 45 0 . 161 0. 5 91
%4 CORN 010 19 4 l 0. 5 )7 0 . 5 91 0 .4]1 0. 2 15 0 .860 1.236 1.344 0. 4 30
%4 CORN 09 0194 a 0. 96 7 2. 096 0 . 00 0 0. 21 5 0 . 10 8 0. 322 0. 4 30 0. 48 4
%4 CORN 170194 l 0.538 4 . 6 2 2 1.075 0 .000 0.0 0 0 G. OOO 0. 21 5 0.0 5 4
%4 CORN 2 50194 l 0.054 0 .322 0.108 1.021 6.558 0 . 161 0. 6 4 5
Z4 CORN GI0294 3 0 .000 0 .000 0 .591 0.10 8 0. 161 0.753 0.21 5 0 .376
%4 CORN 090294 3 O.GOO 0.000 0.000 0.000 0 .107 0 .377 0 .268 0 . 5 3 8
%4 CORN 170294 3 0.000 0 .0 00 0.000 0 . 2 15 0. 75 2 0. 2 69 0. 43 0 0.0 5 4
%4 COR.... 250294 3 0.05 4 0. 161 0.0 5 4 0. 5 9 1
%4 CORN 010394 3 0.322 0.000 0.054 1. 075 0 .323 0. 161 0.00 0 0. 5 3 8
%4 CORN 090394 l 0.645 1.720 2 . 9 0 2 1.021 0 .162 0 . 483 1 .3 44 0 . 1 0 8
Z4 CORN 1 7 0394 l 1.021 0.91 4 0.215 G.GOO G.OOO G.05 4 G.G53 0.000
Z4 CORN 250394 l 0 .645 G.)77 0.269 0 .592 0 .000 0 .268 0.215
Z4 CORN 010494 l 0.538 0.161 0 .000 2 .6H 0 .322 0.00 0 5 .859 1. 82 7
Z4 CORN 09049 4 3 0 .162 2.956 0 .699 0 .322 0. 0 0 0 2 .419 0. 0 0 0 0.0 0 0
Z4 CORN 170494 3 0 .699 0.000 0 . 000 0 .376 0. 7 5 3 0.0 0 0 0 . 5 9 1 0. 16 1
Z4 CORN 25049 4 3 0.000 0.000 0.108 1.182 0 .054 0. 0 0 0
Z4 CORN 0105 94 3 0. 10 7 0.645 o..n0 0.48 4 0.377 6.503 0 . 430 0.000
Z4 CORN 0905 94 3 2 . 0 97 0.000 2.311 0.000 0.G53 0.323 G.OOO 0 .000
Z4 CORN 170 5 94 3 0.000 0 .0 54 0 .000 0.000 0 .000 0.000 0.59 1 0 .000
Z4 CORN 250594 3 0.107 0.162 1 .128 0 . 054 0 .054 0.322 2.903
%4 CORN 010694 l 0.161 1.720 0.969 0.161 0. 000 0.0 54 1.720 0. 32 2
%4 CORN 0 90694 l 0.000 0.162 0. 107 0. 000 0.269 0 .967 0 .699 0 .109
%4 CORN 17069 4 l 0 . 21 5 0 .000 0 .053 0.000 0.000 3.279 0.16 2 0. 8 60
%4 CORN 250694 3 0. 00 0 0.G53 0.054 G.376 0.3 23 0. 91 4
Z4 CORN 010 794 l 0. 21 5 0.2 15 0. 107 G.05 4 0.000 1.45 1 O.OOG 0.000
Z4 COR.'l 090794 3 0 .000 1.182 1.881 0 .054 CI.OOO 0 .054 0.05 4 1.290
%4 CORN 170794 3 0.10 7 0 .000 0 .000 0. 32 3 0 . 000 1 .720 2 .204 5 .160
%4 CORN 250794 3 0.000 0.161 0.806 0.00 0 1 . 021 0 . 0 54 0. 0 0 0
zoe CORN 0108 94 3 0.05 4 0. 430 0 .000 0.753 0.053 2.527 1. 451 0 .05 4
Z4 CORN 0 90 9 94 3 G. GOO 0 . 32 2 G.GGO 0.05 4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0. 10 7
Z4 CORN 1708 94 3 0.G5 4 0.000 G.OOO 0.000 0.000 1.98 9 0 .000 0.000
Z4 CORN 250 1!' 4 3 0.000 0. 2 15 0.161 0 .05 4 0.645 0 .161 0.591
%4 CORN 010994 l 0.000 0 .000 0 .215 0.000 0 .000 1.075 0. 3 2 3 0.107
Z4 CORN 0909 94 3 0. 215 0.753 3.924 0 .161 0.322 0 .269 0.10 8 0 .053
Z4 CORN 170 99 4 l 1.505 0.10 8 0.107 0.26 9 0.05", 0.000 0 .000 0.000
Z4 CORN 2 50 9 H l 0 .000 G.OOO 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.666
Z4 CORN 011 C1 94 l 0.10 8 0 . 215 1.021 0.537 0.05 4 0.3 2 3 0 . 21 5 0.000
Z4 CORN 09 1094 3 0.000 0.699 1.182 0 .000 0 .000 0.59 1 3.440 1. 4 5 2
%4 CORN 171C194 3 0.107 4.792 0 .000 0. 000 0 .000 0 .000 0 .539 0 . 000
Z4 CORN 251094 3 0.Cl 5 4 CI.OOCI CI.1C18 CI.108 CI.OOO CI. Cl54 CI.ClOO
%4 CORN 011194 3 0 . 593 2.211 0.4 85 0.162 2.750 CI.0 5 4 2.319 1.672
%4 CORN 0 911 H 3 1. 0 2 4 CI.27C1 1. 4 0 2 CI.05 4 CI.OOCI 0.000 0.054 0. 97C1
Z4 CORN 1711 94 l 0 . 0 54 CI.ClClO 1.187 0. 809 O.ClClO 3.1 2 7 1 . 079 CI. 9 71
Z4 CORN 25 119 4 3 0. 3 2 3 CI.3 7 8 0.161 0.2 7C1 1.780 1. 240
Z4 CORN 011 29 4 3 0.000 0. 216 0.809 0.107 0.324 1.132 CI.OOO 0.5 94
zoe CORN Cl912 94 3 0.0 53 CI.809 0.594 1.833 0 .2 70 CI.377 0 .000 0 . 216
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.. "'~ 250)'5 , O. Ut 0 .1 ' 2 1. 1n 0 . 300 0 .000 0 . 161 a .ooo
.. "'~ 010 49 5 , 0 . 00 0 O.2l' 0 . 539 0 .tl2 0 . 270 O . U ] 3 , ,)5 4 0 . 0 5 4
.. "'~ 0' 04'5 , 0. 0 5. 1.672 0. 10 1 0 . ]0 0 0 .000 0 .05 4 0 . 000 0.0 00
.. "'~ 17049 5 , O. 2 U 0. 909 0 .863 0 .054 2 .ll9 0 .1 0 8 0.000 1. 51 0
"
"'~ 25 0495 , 0 .10 1 0 .0 0 0 1 .3 4 9 1 .~24 0 .0 0 0 0 .000
"
"'~ 01 0 5 95 , 0 . 000 ~ .ooo 0 .0 00 0 .0 00 :1. 0 0 0 0 .000 0 .000 0 .0 00
"
co.., 090595 , ~ . ooo 0 .000 0 .000 O. J OO 0 .0 00 0 .000 ~1. 0 00 0 .0 00
"
"'~ 11 0 5 9 5 , 0 .000 0 .0 0 0 3 .0 0 0 O .~OO 0 .0 0 0 0 . 120 0 0 .2 112 0 . 91 12
"
"'~ 2 5 05 9 5 , 0 .911 :1. 00 0 12.0 1212 0 .0 1212 CI.OOO 1. 14 . 0 . 0 5 4
.. CORN 0 10 U 5 , O. ClClO O.ClH 0 .5 13 O.U l 0 .1' 2 0 .Cl54 0 . 1 0 ' 10 . 'n
%4 BlAC 010194 4 11 . 5 00 12 . 11 0 14 . 88 0 1 2. 2' 012. 1 9012 . 01 0 :' :' . ./010 0.4 .' 90
t4 BlAC 0 90 19 4 4 14 .14 0 12.100 16 .' 90 12 .no U . 13 0 14 . " 0 l 1i.:'GO 13 . 14 0
t4 BLAe 11 019 4 4 12 . 51 0 14 .810 11 .280 14 .250 16 . 14 0 14 . 04 12 18 . 30 0 ' .620
%4 BLAe 25121 94 4 13 .2612 19.610 212. 310 19 . 14 0 16 . 41 12 15 . 010 18 . 150
%4 BLAC 01 128 94 4 20 .140 15 .950 15. 3 20 15 . 31 0 20 .010 D .UO 1 2 . 740 15. 4112
%4 BLAC 0 90 89 4 4 14 . 110 18 . 45 0 14. 65 0 11. 010010 . 99 015 .3 0 0 U .8 4 0 12 .960
t4 BlAC 1 1089 4 4 15.610 14 .11 0 13.0. 0 12 . 11 0 14 .5 30 15 .910 12 .0 30 U . 510
t4 8lAC 25 0 89 4 4 12 .320 16 . 01 0 11 .390 11 . 02 0 13 . 850 U .OOO 1 ::'.040
t4 BLAC 010 994 4 9 .J50 1. 5 10 ' . 11 0 1O . n o ' . 11 0 5 .100 14 ./110 14 .410
t4 aUoC 0 90994 4 11 .09012 .21012 . 440 n . n o 10 . 74 0 9 . 10 0 1 .190 4 .13 0
t4 BUC 11 0 99 4 4 5 ."0 8 .160 ' .200 1 . 11 0 8 .'90 ' . 510 5 . 0 9 0 10 . 19 0
t4 BlAC 250994 4 10 . 56 0 D . UO 1 .100 4 . 05 0 5 .110 ' . 640
t4 BLAe 0 110 94 01 6 .5 00 l. UO ' . llO oI. U O ' . 4 5 0 6 . 740 1 . 41 0 12. 41 0
%4 BLAe o n094 4 n .650 11. 5 9 0 4 .810 1. 640 0 . 0150 0.100 1. ' 0 0 3 . UO
t4 BLAe 111 0 94 4 1 . U O 1 . 5 9 0 4 .010 0 . 9 ] 0 1. 94 0 l . 'OO 5 • .,6 0 7 . 0 0 0
%4 BLAe 2 5 10 94 4 8 .140 4 .550 4 . 2 5 0 1. 79 0 2 .010 L I Sa 01.810
24 BLAe 0 11194 01 l . 500 4 .450 6 . 4 2 0 L U G 2. 0150 ·0 .250 l . 4 50 0 .0 1 0
%4 BLAe: 0 9 11 94 4 1. 11 0 1.160 1. 14 0 0 . ~ 50 ·0 . 110 12. 140 l.610 - 0. 11 12
%4 BlAC 11 119 4 4 - 2 . 11 0 1. 610 4 .4 6 0 -1. 000 .) . 510 1. " 0 -2. 80 0 - 5 . 26 0
%4 BLAC 25119 4 4 _5 . '00 - S. lIO _9. 5 0 0 - 9 . " 0 - 4. 98 0 _1 .170
%4 au.c 0 11 29 4 4 -5 . 750 _1. 64 0 _1 0 . 50 0 _14. : 50 - 9. 0 0 0 _1 . 440 _4 .800 - 3. 5 6 0
t4 IUAC 0 9 12 94 4 - 4 .760 -1.150 _' . 29 0 _5 ."0 _11 . UO_U .210 _13 .510 _16 . UO
t4 BUC 111294 4 _19 .160_11 . 240 - 1. 12 0 - 5 .1 00 -10 . 040 _1.150 0 .510 _6 .110
24 Bu,c 25 12 94 4 - 12 .2 40 - 6 .110 _1 . " 0 _14. 9'50_ 12. 2 6 0 - 2. 16 0 _4 . 6 50
Z4 aLAe 010195 4 _12. 94 0 _1 7 . 94 0 _11 . 19 0 _9. 450_11 . 5 60_ 12 .0 00 _1. 520 · ' . 860
Z4 BLAe 1290195 4 _1 . 24 0 _12 . 14 0 _2.1 . 19 0 _2 0 . 6] 0 _16 . 1 5 0 -9 .700 -1.2 10 _li . 44 0
t4 BLAe 11 019 5 4 _9 .0 l 0_ 12 . :%10 _1 .5 50 -4 . 41 0 - a. 8 9 0 - 9 . 4 6 0 - li.8liO · 4 . 0 1 0
Z4 BtJ\.C 2 5 0 19 5 4 - 2.'00 _5 . 8 0 0_ 13. 0120 _11 . 41 0_ 10 . 17 0_ 11.00 0 _1 5. 25 0
Z4 BLAC 0 10 295 4 _11 .320 _13 .290 _11 .810_21 .070 _15 .190 _l. 590_ 1 5 . 630 _1' .900
%4 au.c 090295 4 _11 .4 90 _15 . 02 0_14 .510 _14 .5'0 _1 5 .610_11 . J.0 _18 .290 - 1. 24 0
%4 IlIAC 110295 4 _11 . l'0_ l'. J1 0_ 11 . 1l0 _12 . nO _U . 91 0_ 12 .0 ·U _12. 100 . 1. 4 5 0
%4 IlIAC 2502'5 4 _1.010_ 12. 65 0 _16 . 0 50 _14 . 42.0
C -20
Z4 BI,.AC 0103954 - 12.730 -9.690-15 .620-19.970-15.360- 18.150- 14.130 -6. 940
Z4 BI,.AC 090395 4 -3 .0 40 -5. 190-10.200 -16.060-15.890-11.940 -3.660 -2.0 80
Z4 BI,.AC 170395 4 -2.990 -1.6 80 - 8 . 860 -7 .960 - 0 . 6 0 0 -2.260 -308 40 -1. 710
Z4 a LAC 250395 4 -0.850 0.170 -1.810 -2.600 -8.550-12.860 -7. 200
2 4 au,c 0 10495 4 -6 .970 - 2 . 2 7 0 - 1. 0 0 0 -30010 -6. 030 -9 .800 -5.960 -6.270
2 4 etxc 090 495 .. -6 .600 -1. 81 0 -8 .910 -8.890 - 5 . 19 0 4 . 6 10 3.060 3.960
Z4 a LAC 170 495 4 1.850 1. 880 2 .050 2.410 2.180 1.970 1.030 1.340
Z4 a LAC 250 495 4 1.570 0 .500 0.990 0.700 0.240 0 . 7 5 0
Z4 a LAC 010595 4 1.760 1.040 1.500 -0.290 2.020 30060 0.310 2.260
Z4 a LAC 090595 4 3. 750 2 .540 5.550 5.300 4.580 2.590 1.430 1.700
24 a LAe 170595 4 2 .790 4.190 1.160 30500 6.530 7.810 4.810 7.230
2 4 aLAC 250595 4 1. 890 3. 400 4.220 3.360 5. 420 7 .2 40 7.410
24 au,c 010695 4 9 .450 11.590 7.140 6.960 6.120 6.1 40 6.780 12 .250
2 4 GLOV 01079 4 4 17 .160 12 .710 16 .620 12.750 13.200 12.910 11. esc 14. 030
2 4 GLOV 0907944 14. 5 1 0 13 . 39 0 1 7 . 3 1 0 1 5 . 84 018 . 2 90 1 5 . 21 0 16 . 44 0 14 . 7 9 0
24 GLOV 170794 4 13.390 16 .710 18 .050 13.400 16.110 15.400 18.670 11.380
2 4 GLOV 2 5 0 7 94 4 14.27019.36021.54021.09017 .030 16 .400 17 .690
Z4 GLOV 010 894 4 21. 130 17 .640 15.340 16.810 20 .5 40 16.420 12 .630 16.860
2 4 GLOV 090894 4 16.150 18.000 16.350 12.820 13. 470 18.2,.0 18 .260 13 .600
2 4 GLOV 1708"4 4 16.35015 .820 13 .190 13 .450 17.300 16. 420 12 .450 11.430
2 4 GLOV 250894 4 13 .510 16.550 1 8. 450 17 .410 16 .610 13 .960 11 .400
24 GLOV 010,.944 11.39010.690 8.76010.76010 .69012.06014.01013.680
Z4 GLOV 0909"44 12.650 11.010 13.290 12.110 10 .300 10.130 8.790 7.4 10
Z4 GLOV 170994 4 9 .610 11.270 8.090 9.100 10.880 8.340 8.880 11 .310
Z4 GLOV 250994 4 11 .750 14 . 2 9 0 11. 410 6.940 8.110 8 . 910
Z4 GLOV 0110 944 9 . 2 40 9.300 7. 470 6. 140 8 . 3 0 0 8.890 8.11011.710
Z4 GLOV 0 910944 13.920 14. 110 6.690 3.610 2. 440 3.020 2.790 5.200
Z4 GLOV 1 710 94 4 5.110 3.900 5.730 3.710 4 . 54 0 5.990 8.570 9.200
Z4 GLOV 25 1094 4 8 .4 9 0 8. 220 7.000 4.060 5.240 7.440 7.580
Z4 GLOV 011 19 4 4 5 . 940 7 . 6 7 0 8 . 3 5 0 3.6,.0 5.900 2.180 5. 430
24 GLOV 091194 4 1.940 2.900 2.4 40 2. 460 0 .800 1 .4 40 5.390 1.550
Z4 GLOV 171194 4 0.200 3.630 7. 840 -1.200 -2.260 3.790 -1.210 -3.790
Z4 GLOV 251194 .. - 2.940 -2 .250 -5 .820 -7. 440 -0.930 -0.190
Z4 GLOV 011294 4 -2.610 -4 .050 - 4.290 -6 .890 - 3 . 91 0 - 1. 9 6 0 -2.380 -1.410
Z4 GLOV 0 91294 4 -2.8 70 -3 .610 -4.950 -3 .000 -8 .5 40 -9.790 -8.200 -9.950
Z4 GLOV 171294 4 - 8 . 6 1 0 -5.550 -2.310 -4 .6 10 -6.470 1.000 1.900 -0.900
Z4 GLOV 25 1294 4 - 30 4 80 -3.790 -5.660 -8.330 -4.950 -1.950 -3.480
Z4 GLOV 010195 4 -6.960 -7.240 -6.640 - 6 . 0 30 -8.6 40 -7 .900 1.090 -3 .300
Z4 GLOV 090195 4 -5.630 -7.550- 14.6 40 -1 4.350 -10. 4 40 -6.590 - 0. 64 0 -1 .610
24 GLOV 170195 4 - 4.9 80 -7.000 -3.080 -1.110 -5.370 -6.0 80 -3 .no -2.200
Z4 CLOV 250195 4 -1.190 -4.060-10.100-1 2.160 -8 .880 -8.170 -" .530
Z4 CLOV 010295 4 - 8 . 31 0 -6 .190-13.630-15.840 -7. 440 -2. 460-13.280-1 4.200
Z4 GLOV 0902,.5 4 - 10 .930-11.580-10 ."40 -8 . 440 -11.890-13 .780-11.410 -3.470
Z4 CLOV 170295 4 -7 .610-11.350 - " .520 -8 .7 40-11. 790 -8.940 -8.640 -3 .500
Z4 GLOV 250 295 4 0 .930-10.2 40-12.490-10 . 490
Z4 GLOV 010395 4 -8.890 -7 .110 -9.750-10.640 -7.320-13 .550-10.5 40 -3 .590
Z4 CLOV 090395 4 3.800 -3.760 -7 .760 -9 .860 -7.610 -5.250 -2.510 -0.790
Z4 CLOV 170395 4 -0.800 0.260 -6.650 - 5 . 1 90 1.210 0.940 - 1. 0 5 0 - 1. 7 0 0
Z4 CLOV 2 50395 4 -O .HO 0 . 410 -0.130 -1.140 - 4 .900 -6.130 -2.600
Z4 GLOV 010495 4 - 1.690 -0 . " 80 -0.090 -O.HO -4 .890 -7.9 40 -3.150 -1.810
Z4 CLOV 0 90 4954 -0.3 30 -0.310 -3.860 -2.630 0 .260 6.280 3. 4 80 5 .140
Z4 CLOV 170 49 5 4 2. 730 1. 110 2.100 4. 13 0 2.850 2. 210 1. 68 0 2 .440
Z4 CLOV 2 50495 4 2.9 50 1.140 1 .650 1. 530 1.800 1.990
Z4 CLOV 0105954 3.680 2.740 3. 900 2.3 60 4.090 5 . 710
C-21
Z4 GLOII 0 9 0 5 9 5 4
%4 Gt.OV 17 05 9 5 4
Z4 GLeV 2505 'S 4
:1:4 GLeV al0 69S 4
4 .2 1 C1 4 . 01 Cl 5 . 01 0 6.640 5 . 44 0 4 . 1 00 1 . 7 '0 ] .440
] . 520 5 .1590 3 . 270 4 .1 00 '. UO 11 . 6 00 a .340 9 . 6 3 0
], 5 3 0 5 . 710 6 .150 4 . 09 0 7 . 2 4 0 6 .880 7. 6 ' 0
11 .550 15 .3 10 5 . 74 0 7 . 4 70 7 . 240 7 .itO ' . a 90 13 .'20
Z4 GRAN 0 107' 4 4 15 .970 11.52014.0001 2 .3'0 12 .2 501] .200 U .5' 0 13 .C!50
2 4 GRAN 0 90 7'44 U .6 00 14 .Cll0 15 . 5 ' 0 1 5 .720 17 . 700 a .'ao 15 . 240 1 3. 5 3 0
24 GRAN 170794 4 13. 69 0 15 . 5 9 0 16. 5 0 0 12 .830 17 .21 C! 1 5 . :'7 0 17 .7 ] 0 12. 470
24 GRAN 250 79 4 4 :'4 .2 40 :.B .2 30 20 .2 5 0 ti . n o 15 . ' 0 0 16 . 3 0 0 17 . 0150
Z4 GRAN Cll0 B9 4 4 :' 9.'00 16 .50014 .0 90 :' 6 . 14 0 19. 6 ] 0 1 6 . ' 6 0 II .UO 16 . 4]0
Z4 a llAN 090 894 4 14.56017 .5 10 16 . n o :'3.100 1J . "'1 0 17 .1J O 17. 91 0 !-] . 5 6 0
2 4 GRAN 1 70 8 94 4 14 .910 1 5. B9 0 12 . 7 10 ll . no 15 .650 1 5. 95 0 1l .S1 0 10 . 10 0
2:4 GRAN 250 8 94 4 11 .110 U . UO 17 . 0 1 0 16 .200 17 .2 6 0 13 .190 :1 . 410
24 GRAN 010994 4 11.01 0 9 .070 7 .]]0 8 .340 8 .""'0 12 .56C1 1 3. 4 20 :'] .5 40
Z4 GRAN 090994 4 12 .130 11 .440 :' .L040 12 .230 :' 0 . 46 0 :'0 .190 01."'10 6 .110
Z4 GRAN 17 0 99 4 4 ' .410 11. 1 0 0 6 . 96 0 B.120 10. 650 5 .550 6 . 5 90 11.240
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Z4 CORN 250 295 4 -1.420-12.690-15.690-12 .840
Z4 CORN 0103954 - 10 . 56 0 - 9.050-14.640 -19.350 -11.250-14.810-12.280 -).640
Z4 CORN 0903954 6.160 -2.700 -9.990-17.270-15.680-11.110 -2.980 -1.360
Z4 CORN 170395 4 ·1.620 0 .160 -8. 460 -7.610 -2.290 1 .930 -0 .660 -2.260
Z4 CORN 250395 4 ·2.160 -1. 400 -2.350 -2 .710 -8.060-10.850 -5.700
Z4 CORN 010495 .. -3,100 -2.240 -1.990 - 3, 4 00 -6.390-n.190 -6.060 -5.720
Z4 CORN 090495 .. -3 .010 -2.170 -8.600-10 .180 -3,UO 4.910 4 . 33 0 4.080
Z4 CORN 170495 4 1.430 -0.590 - 0. 2 3 0 1.600 2 .150 1.700 -0.230 0. 5 1 0
Z4 CORN 250495.. 2 .950 0.530 - 0 .360 0 .500 -0 .310 -0.100
Z4 CORN 010595" 0.890 -0.080 0 .990 1.900 2 .260 2.250 1.850 1.590
Z4 CORN 090595 4 3,700 4. 470 5 .550 5 .860 5.850 5.300 3.170 1.850
Z4 CORN 170595 4 1.070 3.560 3,2 40 3.110 7.290 8.110 6.850 7. 460
Z4 CORN 250595 4 2 .510 3.030 4.130 3,330 5. 410 6 .2 40 9.120
Z4 CORN 010695 4 9.490 13.640 8.090 9.150 5.320 5.560 8.050 n.860
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SAMPLE SSARR DATA FILE: HYDROLOG IC DATA
zs :l2n:O O:2 0 10 79 . , 10 .75 11 .22 11 .29 10 .54 9 .69 9.01 8.=8 7 .60
zs 02YK0 02 0 9 0 79 4 , "1.11 7 . 01 11 .90 2:2.51 22 ,)7 18 .89 16 .1<1 14 . 03
as 02YKOO:2 170794 , 11.94 10 .47 9.30 9 .18 r . 39 6 .87 7 .13 7.74
"
02YK002 :250794 , 10 .75 12 .33 12 .55 11.77 12 .01 14 .29 15 .30
"
02YK00 2 01 0 89 4 , 14 . 48 13 . 00 11 .99 10 .43 9 . 6 0 8 .71 12.56 1 9.5 2
"
0 2Yl(0 0 2 0 90 99 4 , 20 .15 I L lS 15 .99 13 .53 11.97 10 .68 !J.0 7 7 . 9 3
as 02YK002 170894 , ". CO} 6 .41 5.84 5 .40 ... 91 4 .82 4.57 4.32
"
02YK002 250894 1 4.09 3.84 3.59 3 ,51 3.47 3.25 3014
as 02YK0 02 0 10 9 ' . , 3. 01 2 .87 2.76 2 .67 2 .55 2 .54 2 .49 :2.4'
as 02YK 002 0 9 0 9 ' 4 , 2 .8 0 3. 01 3.93 8 .70 12. 5 4 13.12 12 . 63 11. 73
as 02YK002 170'94 r 10.63 11. 6., 12 .61 12 .3li 11 .36 10 .23 9 .19 8.24
as OlYKOO2 250994 , ., .48 6 .84 6.39 5.98 5.54 5 .21
as 0:2'(K002 0 11 0 94 , 5.61 6 .98 8 . 0 4 8 .48 8 .58 8.39 8 . 03 7.83
"
Ol YKOO2 0 910 94 , 7 .41 7.l8 7.35 B.ll 8 .82 8 .57 7 .95 8 .U
as 0 2YK00 2 171094 1 9 .55 9.6 0 9 . 03 8 .57 7 .84 7.3 0 6. 8 6 7 . 43
Z6 02YK002 251094 , 10.63 11.41 11.01 10 .32 9 .86 9.03 8 .34
as 0 2YK0 0 2 0 11 19 4 t 7 .81 8 . 52 12 .38 16 .74 19 . 03 26 .66 30 . 65 48 .23
"
0 2YK0 0 2 0 911 94 , 54 .42 47 . 30 39 .41 34 .21 31.57 26 .7 0 22 . 79 19. 23
ze 0 2YK0 02 17::.194 , 17 .53 1 5. 86 1 5. 2 2 17 . 09 18. 0 7 17 .62 19.84 2 1 .27
ze 02YKOO2 251194 , 20 .18 18.82 16.58 14 .45 14.20 12.78
"
02YKOO2 011 2 94 , 11.89 11.13 1 0.46 9 .6l 9.31 9.22 8 .93 8.75
as 02 YK0 0 2 0 91 2 94 1 8 .46 8. ~9 8.44 8 .46 7.83 7 .54 7. 34 7. O~
zs 02 YK0 0 2 1 71 2 94 1 6 .73 6 .42 6.34 6 .22 5 .75 5 .81 5 . 63 5.41
Z6 02YK002 251294 1 5 .33 5.19 4.93 4.74 4.67 4.67 4.59
Z6 02YK002 010195 1 4.41 4 . 32 4.38 4.41 4.37 4.42 4 .71 7 .37
Z6 02YK002 0 90 19 5 1 12 .48 16.83 18 .00 16 .77 15. 93 15 .04 13 .87 21. 02
as 02YK002 170195 , 40.08 45 .U 41.54 35 .97 29 .68 24.85 21.31 18 .3 0
as 02YK002 250195 , 16.24 14.85 13.52 11 .49 10 .95 10.26 9.68
as 02YK002 010295 , 9 .02 8.53 8.11 7.18 6.75 7.10 6 .69 6 .40
"
0 2YK0 0 2 090295 , 6 .05 5 .87 5 .61 5 .53 5 .36 5.20 5 . 01 5 . 17
es 0 2YJ:002 1 7 0 2 9 5 , 5 .21 4 .97 4 .65 4 .78 4 .52 4. 78 4 . 62 4.5 9
Z6 02YK 002 250295 1 4 .93 5 .il 6 .56 7.64
ze 02YK002 010]95 1 8.38 8.41 8.26 7 .05 7 .39 6.94 6 .81 6 .75
zs 0 2YK00 2 0 9 0 ]9 5 1 7. 2 9 13 . 17 2 5 . 16 33 .81 34 . 70 30.94 26 .84 22 .74
Z6 02 YK00 2 1 70 ]9 5 1 19 .05 16 . 35 14 .:;:4 12 .68 11 . 27 10 . 60 10 .85 13 .33
zs 0 2 YK00 2 250395 1 15 .21 15 .7 0 15 .17 14 .28 13.07 11. 8 8 10 . 94
Z6 02YK002 010495 1 10.02 9 .31 8.91 8 .JO 8. 02 7.60 7 .25 6.86
"
02YK002 0 90 49 5 1 6.58 6 .n 6.56 6.06 6 .01 5.81 6 . 09 8.33
as 0 2YK00 2 17 0 4 95 1 IJ .47 19 .97 27 . 02 32 .55 40 . 3 0 50.2 0 56 .22 56.8 0
"
02YK002 2 5 0 4 9 5 , 52.73 53 . 05 54 .11 50 .3 0 45 .2 0 3 9 . 7 6
"
02YK002 010595 , 35.03 36.33 42.97 49.22 51.92 55.90 61.33 61. 63
as 02YK002 090595 1 62 .28 71 .35 86 .31 97.75 99.08 94 .54 88 . 54 77 . 4 6
"
0 2YK00 2 170595 a 64.31 52 .45 46.43 43 .90 41 . 70 44 .41 47 . 92 48 .7 0
"
0 2YK00 2 25 0595 1 51.74 50 .49 42.il3 36. 03 30.5 7 27. 4 6 28 . 01
zs 02YI(002 01 06 9 5 1 28.85 27. 75 26 . 02 25 .25 23.88 21.52 19 . 08 2 9. 91
"
02Y1C.005 01 07 94 1 6 .72 6 . 54 6.24 5 .81 5.47 5 .27 5 . 03 4 .71
"
02YX005 0 90 79 4 1 4 .42 4 .77 8.54 8 .18 7.94 7 .73 7 .39 7 . 06
"
02YK005 170794 1 6.72 6.15 5.79 5 .66 5 .40 5.38 5 .48 6.16
as 02YK005 250794 , 6.89 6.77 6.69 6 .59 7.23 7.57 7 .19
as 02YK005 010894 , 6 .91 6 .62 6.38 5 .88 5.56 5.57 9 .32
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"
Ol Yk OOS 0 9019" , 8 . ' 1 ' .5 5 ' . 0 4 1 . H ' .71 6 . 2 7 5 . 71 S . U
"
O:ZYl:OOS 1 '70 " " , e . " 4 . 2 5 3. 95 ] . ' 7 3. ,, 2
] . 4 2 3. 2 2 2."
"
o:zn :005 1'50"" , 2. 7 " 2 .S' 2 . 44 2 . JS 2 . 31. 2 . 29 2 .0'
"
O:neocs 0 10 " " , 1. 95 1. 14 1.72 1.57 1. 4 ' l .n 1. 14 1. 70
"
DlUO OS 0'0" " 1.'5 1." 2 . 0 7 4. n 5.n '!i. 5 ' , .,., ' .n
"
Oln:OOS :"0" " , 6 .5 4 ' .51 6 .26 5 . '0 5 . 62 S . H 5 . 0 0 " , 70
"
02 YKOO5 25 09 ' " 4 .41 .. .)] 4 . U 3.91 J.n ].C7
"
(l 2Y KOO5 011 0 ' 4 -4. 5 1 5 .11 8 . 27 ' . 0 5 I .U 8. 15 9 . 29 ' . 90
"
02 YltOO5 0910 ' " , ' . 4S e . 00 1." 1." 7 . S' 7 . 17 ".t4 1 .39
"
02Ylt OO5 17U1 ' .. , "1. 05 •.'0 6 . ' 0 'l; . U 6 . ' 5 L 4S 6 . 29 6 . 12
"
O:U' KOOS .3,510 ' " , 1. U 7 .1 4 7 . 12 7 .J' ' .'7 LSI 6 .11
"
(l2n:00 $ oua4 , s .n 7 .75 I ,n 1 .70 ' .f' 12 .)1 n .ll 1 4 .57
"
Ol YJ:OO$ 091194 , 1 4 ,90 14 ." 1 4 .n 17 .)1 1 6 ." 15 .13 14 ." 11 ,)2
"
O:ZYJ:OOS 17 1194 , 12 ." 11.n to. n 11.l2 10 . ;'0 ' .$1 9 . 5 0 9 . : 1
"
OlYKOO5 2511 ' 4 8 , U 8 .4"1 1 . 0 1 7 . 56 7." 7 . 0 5
"
0 2Y KOOS 011 2 ' 4 , Ii .n 6 . 5 5 6 . 14 $ .U 5 .1"l' 5 .5 0 'i .n 6 .:2
"
O:ZTJ:005 09129 4 5 . U 5 . tS 5 . " 5 .86 5 .n 5 .21 5 . 0 0 ~ . n
"
0:n1:0 0 5 17 12 9 4 , 5 . 21 "'1. 10 L U 4 . ) 2 ' .n 4 . 09 ].9"'1 l . n
Z6 02 YJ[0 05 25 12 9 4 , ]..2 ]."'Il ].U .. ... n . J4 4 . 02 L I 0
Z6 02T 1:005 0 10U5 , 5 . :" 5 . a 5 . 92 4 . 5 7 4 . 5"'1 "'1. 0 ) 4 . :' "'1 a. ~)
Z5 02 T1:005 09019 5 , "'1.13 7 . 08 1 0 .91 n .'4 8 . H "'I. " 7 . 4 4 10 . 119
Z5 02TJ:0 05 170195 , 11. 54 12 .18 1 2.13 n .'" n. a 10 . 51 10 .10 ' .n
Z6 0 2T1:0 0 5 250 19 5 , 9 . 5 "'1 ' .ll 8 . 5 5 8 . 0 6 ' .n 7.10 7.0 1
"
02 YJ[0 05 01029 5 , 9 . 51 6 . 41 6 .29 11.29 1) .1 ' 5.U 5 .4 0 5 .':' 0
"
0 21'1:00 5 0'029 5 , "'1.25 1 .75 10 .'" 7 .1 7 5 . 4 0 5 . 50 9 .14 11. :'1
"
0 21'1:00 5 170295 , 11. . 71 12. 51 U . U 10 .50 :,o.n :.4 . "'10 9 .5 1 6 . :' 4
"
02 U DOS 2S 0 29 5 , 4 . n 5 . 21 6 .0 5 7 . 6'1
"
0 2 U DOS 01 0]95 , 40. 5 ] 4 . 41 4 . 4 5 6 . 08 6 . 0 7 s . 11 4 . 59 5 . :'3
"
0 2Ylt0 0 5 0 9 0 3 95 , 4 . 79 5. 47 5 .19 5 . 49 5 . 5 7 5 . 11 5 . 5 1 5 . ; 8
"
02n005 170)95 , 5 . 53 5 . 41 5 . 404 "'I. U 4 .U 4 . 85 5 . "'Il 6 . 3 5
"
0 21'1:00 5 25 0]95 , 6 .94 7 .09 7 .0 4 6 . 8 4 5 . 61 6 . 11 6 .16
Z6 0 21'1:0 0 5 OlD 4 95 , s .n 5 ."'12 5 . 7 2 5 . 5 6 5 . 41 5 . 75 5 . :' 0 4 . 91
Z6 02 YK0 0 5 0'04 95 , 4 . 74 4 . 76 4 . 6 0 4 . 50 4 . 55 4 . 32 5 . 3 0
, .:.,
U 0 2T1:00 $ 17 0 4 95 , 10 .0 4 11 .14 11 .21 21 . 92 29 . 400 33.94 1$ ." 17 .;a
U 02T1t00 $ 2 5 049 5 , n . 5 6 la . 2"'1 16 . 5 9 35 .9 2 )2 . " 10 .0'
Z602TIC005 0105 9 5 , 21 . 3 5 27 . 9 5 27 .48 27 .n 28 . :' $ 29 .93 12.:' 6 32 . :' 6
Z5 02YIC0 05 0 9 0 59 5 , H. J2 n .2 0 40 .1 0 41 . 79 47. 51 4 9 . 94 51.37 5 0 . 4 1
U 02 Y1C0 05 1 70 5 95 , 407. 5 2 4 5 . 61 4 4 . " 44 . 96 4 5. 16 49 .19 5 2 . 41 53.59
U u no0 5 250 5 95 , 55 . :' 0 52 . 407 48 . 04 41 . 13 38 . 0 4 )).15 31 . 0 0
"
02 TJt0 0 5 0 106 95 , 21 . 5 7 26 . 61 25 .0 ] 23 . 7 7 2 1. J5 1' .93 :'8 . 0 3
"
0 2YL0 03 01079 4 , J2 40. U n O.n 10 ]. 1) 2 n ."'IS 283 .3 8 27 8 .9 2 271.0 ' 25 8 .H
U 0 2YL00 3 a9 0 ""4 , 2$1 .5 4 2 5].)) 2"'19 . )) 299 . 11 3 0 ) . 04 )02 . 406 297.61 2" .:9
Z6 a2 YLOO] 1 7 0 7 9 4 , 2 78 .81 2 68 . 63 2 61 ..29 255 ."'11 2 $ 2 . 0 0 2406. 75 2 5 5 .'6 291.':'5
Z6 a2 YLOOl 25 0 7 9 4 , J0 1 .oa 29 4 .45 289 .83 281 . 1 0 aO .n 287 . 79 29 6 .96
Z6 0 2YLOOl 01ot ' 4 , 10 8 .n J 0 5 .13 298 . a . 217 . 91 2 79 .62 27 5 .11 214 .50 212 . 12
Z6 02 YLOOl 0'0194 , 27 5 . 54 259 .61 2 62 . 17 255 . 7 5 2408 . 71 244 .7$ 2401.2 9 : 15 .U
Z6 U YLOOl 17 0 19 4 , 2 2 7 . '" 2U .0. 2 14 . 50 210 . 79 2 11 . 0 4 213 .17 20 1 .5 4 20 4 ."
"
02YLOOl 2 50 19 4 , 20 1.13 20 2 .92 20 5 .0 4 20 6 .29 202 . !2 19 1.n 20 0 . 4 2
Z6 0 2YLOOJ 0 10 99 4 , 20 2 .25 20 2 .14 2 0 4 . 17 20 1 .54 19 3 . 83 16 6 .7 5 165 . 2 9 l "'lO .U
"
02YL003 0'0 99 4 , 173 .5 4 178 . 11 19 0 . 79 U 1. 4J 2 3 0 .11 26 1. 0 4 281 .42 289 . 92
"
02YLOOl 17099 4 , 29 1.11 292. 46 2 ' 5 . 50 2 7 4 .46 2 6 3 . 51 2 5 4 . 21 244 .11 236 . 6 7
.. 02YLOOl 2S0 99 4 , 2)1. 0 4 2 2 5. 1] 221. 11 21 7 . 7 5 213 .96 20 1 . 6'1
"
02 n.DOl 0 11 0 9 4 , 214.5' a8 . 5 0 U' .71 2 61 . 11' 27 8 .5 3 27 9 .00 280 . n 218 .U
"
02 TLOOJ 0 91 0 ' 4 , 27 5 . 5 0 2 72 .61 2 70 . J3 265 .46 26"1 . 61 2$7 .92 25 7 . 4 6 262 ."
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Z' 02TLO OI 1.71.0 ' 4 1
Z5 0 2Tt.ll Ol 2 51.0 ' 4 1.
Z5 0 2 Tt.llO l 01.1.19 4 1.
Z5 0 2Tt.llO l 091. 19 4 1.
Z5 0 2 TLOOI 1.71.19 4 ::.
Z, 0 2 TLC1 01 2 51.114 1
26 3 2 Yt.0 0 l 0 1.1.29 41
Z6 Cl2n.oOl 091. 29 4 ::.
2602TLC101 1.71.2'4 ::.
26 0 2Yt.OOl 2 51.29 4 1
:u 0 2Yt. 00 l 01.0 19 5 1.
Z6 0 2Yt. 00 l 0 110195 1
25 02 YLOOI 170195 1
:u 02Yt.00l 2 50 19 5 ::.
Z5 02 Yt.OOl 01029 5 1.
Z6 02 'tLC101 0 , 029S 1
Z6 0 2Yt.00 J 1.702 ' 5 ::.
Z6 0 2rLOOl 2 5 02'5 L
Z, 0 2 YLOOI 01.01'5 1
:u 0 2'tLC101 o,ons 1.
:u 0 2 TLOOI 1.70 n 5 1.
Z6 0 2 TLOOI n ons 1.
Z' 02'tLC10 1 01.0 4 'S l
Z6 0 2 Tt.ll 01 0 ' 0 4 ' 5 1.
2 ' 0 2 TLOOI 170 4'S 1.
Z6 02 Yt.00 J 2 5 04 115 1.
Z6 112nO OJ 01.0 5 ' 5 1.
Z6 02YLO OI 0 '05'5 1.
Z6 02Yt.001 1.7 0 5 ' 5 1
Z6 0 2Yt.0 01 2 5 059 5 1.
Z5 02Yt.OOl 010 6115 1
Z6 0 2YLOOl 01 0 79 4 1.
Z6 0 2 YLOO1. 0'0794 1
Z6 02YLOO1. 1.707 ' 4 1
Z6 02YLOO1. 2507' 4 1.
Z5 02YL00 1 010 89 4 1.
Z' 02 'tLC101 0'0894 1
Z6 0 2 'tLC101. 17 01ll4 1
2 6 0 :J'tLCI0 1. 2S 01ll4 1
Z6 0 :n LCI0 1. 01.0"4 1
Z6 O:JTLOO1. 0'0"4 1
Z6 O:Jn.o0 1. n Ollll4 1.
Z' 0 2TLOO1. 250 llll 4. 1.
Z6 Cl2YLOOI 0110 ' 4 1.
Z' 0 2YLOOl 0 ' 10 94 1
Z6 0 2YLOO1. 171.094 1
Z5 0UUl O1.2S 1.0941.
Z5 O:JTLOO1. 0111 ' 4 1.
Z5 0 2 'lL 0 0 1. 0 ' U 1I4 1
Z6 02YL OOI 1711. 114 1
Z6 0 2'lL 0 0 1 25 1194 1
Z' 0 2YLOOl OU 2 ' 4 1
Z, 0:JYLl101. 0 '1.2'41
Z' 0 2 YLl101.17 U , 4 1.
25l1 . 71254,. lJ 2 50 .21 2 41 .11 2U . J2 2 41 . J2 2 47 .5 4 25 0 . 1.7
2 50 . 25 25 1. 11 250 . 24 2 41 ." 24 5 .]] 2 41 .'l 2 46 . 42
24 3. 2 ' 25 1. 012" . :)1 213.50 2 J2 . '" J2 0 . U U 5 . 25 lS 7 .lJ
)'5 . 01112 .0 4 171.U )" . 25 lS ' . n 14 5 .lJ U 1. ClI 11 7 . 4'
29 , . 292 " . lJ U5 . 11 290 ." 2'7 .75 12 2 . " 14 4 .ClO 14 4 .l4
14' ." 14 4 .1) 115 . 22 11' . '" 111.41 2J 4 .13
2 16 .71110 . 4' 2 7 2 .' 7 2n . " 2 5 7 . 2 5 241 . 0 0 2 41 . 01 24 1 .112
215 ." 215 .7' 2 J4 .21242 .J'241. .0 0 23 J . 71 2 27 .U 22 2 .29
22 0 . 15220 . 11 22 0 . 11 22 1 . U 22 0 . 46 21' ." 215 . 5 0 20 11. ;;7
111. 51 ~ S 2. JI ~]2 . 54 113.11 ""0 .61 148 .29 1, o. 71
167 .25 I n . '' 17 4. 51 ~ 7 7 .1 1 174. 71 174 . 5'" 11 0 . '1 :l0 2 .S7
20 6 . 1Il 20 '. 17 214 .21. 22 2 .51 227 . ...6 23 5 . 17 211 . 'S8 2 n .1 ,
27 2 . 5 4 171 . 46 28 0. 50 2 91..83 10 0 . 17 10 0 .00 n5 .Cl'" 281. 50
172 . 1.7 261. 04250 . 96141. 0021' .21.211. 51121 . 21.
22 2 . 54 lll .1 ' 201. 11 1 " . 112 197. '1 U6 .51 U I . 75 U 5. U
186 .50115 . 15186. 46 U 7 . Cl4 lU .S 8 lS4 . lJ 171 . " 2 17... . al
1.7... . n ~7] . SI 17 2. 11 177 . 0 1 175 . 15 179 . llI 11 ' . 1 1 115. ~ 2
189.'" a O. 7 ' 1'1.00 aO . n
1" . 01 a O. l l ~ 84. . 1 7 1 15 . 46 1'0 . 42 11 ' . 54 In . U 194. 1 7
200 .0 21.2 . H 217 . 54 2 U . 0 4 217 .11 2 22 . 71 2 2 7 . 11 21 1.. -12
22 7 .JI 22' . " 226 .92 227 .5 0 22 1.25 216 . " 2 t5 .U 2l7 . iIlI
222 . Jl125 . U22 4 .17 22 ... ..29 22 7 . 46 227 . 01 22 ' .1 1
2 26 . 0 0 22 5 . 5'" 2 2 4. 54 22 1.)] 2 U . II2 2U ." 2U .-I1215 . 11
211. 6 7 214 ." 21 1. 01 21 0 .11 21 0 . 2 5 2 1.0 .n 2 17 . ; ' 22 7 .6)
2 42 . 0115' .5 ' 281.5' n O. 42 151 .n 4.10 . 0 0 45 1. 51 417 .11
5 0 7 . 0 511 . 11 510." 500 .17 492 .21 411 . 01
4 5 6 . 71. H O.42 412 . 01 42 ' . 01 41 0 . )] 41 6 . 17 446 . 0 0 45~ . 7 1
4 n . 54 4 76 . )] 4.95 . 211 5 19 . 79 5 42.15 56 7 . 2 5 5 82 . 0' 57 11. 5 2
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SAMPLE FORECA ST PRO FILE
FOR UPPER HUMBER RIVER AT REIDVILLE
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Trend -eye1e : l.lin Se a so na l : 6c .O' t rrre9\'lar :
There a re 2 strcng-ly s i g n i H c a nt l'eqr"""ors .
,,.,AND
2RUl>.AC
Serie s ' . s t;a t.i o na ry b\,lt; "ea .ona l .
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